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Summary
This thesis study focuses on a DC microgrid building-integrated satisfying the power balance at
the local level and supplying DC loads during both, grid-connected and isolated operation modes.
Considering that energy management can be defined as a group of different control strategies and
operational practices that together with the new physical equipment and software solutions aims to
accomplish the objectives of energy management, the main objective of this thesis is to define the energy
management strategies for the building-integrated DC microgrid, aiming to keep the bus voltage stable as
well as to reduce the energy cost to the end users and the negative impact to the main grid. Therefore, this
research work focuses to optimize and develop the implementation of the designed controller of buildingintegrated DC microgrid.
The proposed DC microgrid consists of PV building-integrated sources, a storage system, a main
grid connection for the grid-connected mode and a micro turbine for the off-grid or isolated mode, and a
DC load (electric appliances of a tertiary building). The bidirectional connections with the main grid and
the storage aim to supply the building’s DC appliances, and sell or store the energy surplus. The results
validate the operation of the whole system, ensuring the capability of the proposed supervisory control to
manage the energy power flow while ensuring voltage stability. Other goals concern the analyze of the
proposed separation between optimization and real time power balance and the usage of the proposed
load shedding/restoration algorithm in the microgrid environment are also validate.
Regarding the technical contributions, the work of this thesis allowed the creation and the
practical development of a test bench for microgrid based on PV sources emulator, which allows the
repeatability conditions (closeness of the agreement between the results of successive measurements of
the same solar irradiance and air temperature carried out under the same conditions of measurement) and
reproducibility (closeness of the agreement between the results of measurements of the same solar
irradiation and air temperature carried out under changed conditions of measurement). Numerous
experimental tests were carried out and allowed the validation of the proposed concepts.
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Abbreviations
AC

Alternating current

DC

Direct current

DE

Differential Evolution

DSM

Demand side management

HVDC

High voltage DC network

LVDC

Low voltage DC network

DG

Distributed energy generation units

MAE

Mean absolute error

MILP

Mixed integer linear program

MPPT

Maximum power point tracking

MT

Micro turbine

PCC

Point of common coupling

PV

Photovoltaic

P&O

Perturb and observe

RMSE

Root mean square error

RTP

Real-time pricing

STC

Standard test conditions

TOU

Time-of-use
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Nomenclature
Aeq

linear equality constraint matrix

at

Random noise at instant “t”

beq

linear equality constraint vector

^

b

Estimated trend

B1

switching leg of the PV dedicated converter

B2

switching leg of the storage dedicated converter

B3

switching leg of the grid-connected dedicated converter

B4

switching leg of the grid-connected dedicated converter

B5

switching leg of the micro turbine dedicated converter

B6

switching leg of the micro turbine dedicated converter

CBUS

Bus capacitor

CG

Grid usage cost

CLS

Load shedding cost

CMT

Micro turbine usage cost

CoP

Coefficient of priority

CoPorig

Original coefficient of priority

CP

Controller proportional gain

CPV

PV system capacitor

CPVS

PV shedding cost

CR

Crossover constant

CREF

Storage capacity

CS

Storage usage cost

CTOTAL

Total energy cost
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dtMT

Micro turbine duty cycle length

f (a)

AC/DC control signal

f (b)

AC/DC control signal

f (c)

AC/DC control signal

f ( PV )

PV converter’s control signal

f ( s)

Storage converter’s control signal

g

Solar irradiation vector

G

Generation number

GTEST

Irradiation at standard test condition

h

Estimation index

iAC

Current exchanged with the AC source

iG

Current exchanged with the main grid

iLOAD

Current exchanged with the Load

iMT

Current exchanged with the micro turbine

iPV

Current exchanged with the PV panels

iS

Current exchanged with the storage system

kC

Contemporary coefficient of ith appliance

kD

Power balance coefficient

k D _ OPT

Optimized Power balance coefficient

k D _ REAL

Power balance coefficient calculated during experimental test

k D _ SIM

Power balance coefficient calculated during simulation

kL

Attended load evolution in percentage

kL _ CRIT

Critical load level

kU

Utilization coefficient of ith appliance

l

Prediction horizon
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lb

set of lower bounds for decision variable

LPV

PV system inductance

LS

Storage system inductance

m

Binary variable indicates the micro turbine usage

NOCT

PV cells temperature at standard test condition

NP

Number of possible solutions vectors

N PV

Number of PV panels

p*

Power balance reference

pAVL

Total available power

pG

Power exchanged with the main grid

pG _ I

Grid power injection

PG _ I _ MAX

Grid power injection limit

PG _ I _ PRE

Predicted grid power injection

pG _ S

Grid power supply

PG _ S _ MAX

Grid power supply limit

PG _ S _ PRE

Predicted Grid power supply

pG _ OPT

Optimized power exchanged with the main grid

PG _ REAL

Power exchange with the main grid during experimental tests

PG _ SIM

Simulated power exchange with the main grid

pL

Resulting load power

pL _ D

Optimized resulting load power demand of the appliances

p L _ DEM

Total load power demand

PL _ MAX

Maximum load power limit

pL _ S

Load power shed
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p L _ SUP

Supplied load power by the binary knapsack algorithm

PL _ OPT

Load power attended during optimization

PL _ PRE

Load power prediction used during simulation

PL _ REAL

Load power attended during experimental test

PL _ SIM

Load power attended during simulation

pMT

Micro turbine output power

PMT _ P

Micro turbine rated power

PMT _ OPT

Micro turbine power used during optimization

pPV

Resulting PV power

pPV _ MPPT

PV power generated at MPPT

pPV _ S

PV power shed

PcellPV _ STC

PV cell maximum power at standard test condition

PPV _ STC

PV maximum power at standard test condition

PPV _ OPT

PV power used during optimization

PPV _ PRE

PV power predicted

pPV _ REAL

PV used during the experimental

pPV _ SIM

PV power used during simulation

pS

Resulting storage power

pS _ C

Storage power during the charge

pS _ D

Storage power during the discharge

PS _ MAX

Storage power limit

PS _ OPT

Storage power used during optimization

pS _ REAL

Storage power used during experimental test
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pS _ SIM

Storage power used during simulation
Number of elements considered to calculate the

r

average solar irradiation

soc

State of charge of storage

SOC0

State of charge initial value

socOPT

Estimated soc based on optimized power evolution

socREAL

State of charge calculated during experimental test

socSIM

State of charge calculated during simulation

SOCF

State of charge final value

SOCMAX

State of charge upper limit

SOCMIN

State of charge lower limit

t0

Initial time instant

t

Continuous time

tCOUNT _ OFF

Time duration for which the appliance is shed

tCOUNT _ ON

Time duration for which the appliance is in on-state mode

tF

Time instant at the end of operation

TGI

Main grid injection dynamic tariff

TGS

Main grid supplying dynamic tariff

TLS

Arbitrary load shedding tariff

TMAX

Maximum time duration for which the appliance can be shed

TMIN

Minimum time duration for which the appliance can be shed

TMT

Arbitrary MT production tariff

TPVS

Arbitrary PV shedding tariff

TS

Arbitrary storage usage tariff

ub

set of upper bound for decision variable
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v

DC bus voltage

v*

DC bus reference voltage

vAC

AC source voltage

vBUS

Bus voltage

vG

Main grid voltage

vMT

Micro turbine voltage

vPV

PV source voltage

vS

Storage voltage

W

Instant power of ith appliance

Wrated

Nominal power ith appliance

x

Decision variable of load shedding algorithm optimization

^

z

Estimated future value of a time series

z

Calculated average value of a time series

z

Measured sample of a time series



Smoothing factor of solar irradiation prediction



Trend smoothing factor of solar irradiation prediction



Temperature coefficient of PV power

t

Time interval between two samples



Unknown parameter

 AIR

Air temperature

 AIR _ TEST

Air temperature at standard test condition

CELL

PV cell temperature
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General introduction
In the recent years, the appeal for application of renewable sources has increased given the
awareness on environmental issues such as climate change and greenhouse gas emission. This pressure
for a clean and environmental friendly energy, along with the liberalized electricity market, demands
efficient, reliable and diversified energy sources [1]. It has significantly increased the importance of
distributed energy generation units DG, especially renewable DG units, in modern power scenario. DG is
becoming financially attractive given its high efficiency, reliability, easy installation, less environmental
impact, and political factors that have led to increasing the use of renewable resources such as wind
turbines, photovoltaic (PV) panels and biomass [2]. Other key points of the DG approach are: to reduce
transmission losses, to decrease costs, and to ensure critical loads. Different sorts of DG have been used,
some of them based on renewable energy and others on fossil fuel. Nevertheless, the system considered
the most efficient is the one that have the possibility of attend the loads using mostly green energy,
reducing environmental hazard and offering a reliable power source solution [3].
Even so, the application of renewable energy such as wind turbines and PV panels represents an
important issue to the main grid as these renewable sources are highly intermittent given its dependency
on the environment and weather conditions. The application of these intermittent DG sources may cause
problems including local unbalanced power, which would cause a high capital cost, grid voltage and
frequency fluctuations [4, 5].
To cope with those problems a microgrid approach is proposed, aiming to reject the fluctuation
and ensure power balance between load, renewable power, and the main grid, providing power quality to
the end user as well as increasing renewable energy penetration. A microgrid can also be defined as a
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group of interconnected loads and DG units within clearly defined electrical boundaries that act as a
single controllable entity with respect to the grid. A microgrid can be connected and disconnected from
the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected or island-mode. The low power generation capacity
of DG has motivated the integration of a microgrid system, to support the increasing use of renewable
energy in DG units while aiming to increase power generator capacity. In addition, since most DG units
produce direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC) variable power, the power electronics devices
have become a key point into the microgrid development [1].

1. Distributed energy generation
As aforementioned, the pressure for a clean and environmental friendly energy, among other
reasons, has significantly increased the importance of DG units, especially renewable DG units, in
modern power scenario. This rapid growth and the new concept of “prosumers” that have emerged in the
recent years have increased complexity for grid managers. The word “prosumers” comes from the
junction of the words producer and consumer. From a point of view of the electric power market
prosumers are producer and consumer sites, based on DG, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Distributed electricity generation around a territory [6].
To make full use of DG, requirements from both main grid and end users must be taken into
account, and communication is required. Thus, the concept of smart grid appears, which can be seen as
power grid equipped with communication and information technology. The smart grid is being designed
primarily to exchange information on grid needs and availability, and to help balancing powers avoiding
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undesirable injection and performing peak shaving. In order to reduce losses and peak energy demand,
and also to assume ancillary services (power grid technical regulations) through the data communication,
the smart grid leads to microgrids concept, especially for prosumer sites.
Concerning the smart grid and microgrids, research areas include not only issues in power grid,
but also data communication, dynamic pricing, as well as demand side management. Also, given the
intermittent nature of renewable sources and the low generation capacity of a DG unit, the creation of
microgrid units without a distributed storage system would severely curtail the renewable energy
penetration [7]. The most commonly distributed storage systems technologies associated with renewable
DG units are batteries, flywheels, and supercapacitors [1]. Considering problems associated with
renewable energy implementation, such as local unbalanced voltage, the microgrid concept was presented
as one of the most suitable solution, to green and reliable power supply. The microgrid concept has been
developed as a single electrical power subsystem associated with small DG, being both conventional and
renewable sources [3, 8], storage, and controllable loads. Based on recent works, the AC or DC
microgrids are appraised as one of the best approaches to increase renewable energy penetration and to
overcome the problems tied to the intermittent nature of renewable sources [7, 9].
The larger part of the loads, since the end of 19th century, has been supplied with AC power given
its ability of long distance power transmission and easily transformation into different output voltage
levels to different sort of applications, becoming the standard for the electric network distribution systems
[10, 11]. Nowadays, a DC electric network is being studied as high voltage network (HVDC) as well as
low voltage network (LVDC). Thus, in this work a DC microgrid concept that considers the integration of
DG units, storage system, grid connection, and load is adopted. In addition, the DC microgrid approach
based on PV sources creates the possibility of having an environment where most of the loads are
continuous and can be supplied by the renewable source in its natural DC form. This DC electric system
is able to avoid successive transformations and, therefore, to increase global efficiency and to reduce
loses. This approach aims to increase renewable energy penetration and reliability while reducing energy
cost to the end user [2, 12]. In this sense, it is expected that the whole power scenario will become more
distributed, interconnected and interactive. Ultimately, the microgrid approach leads towards the future
smart grid system, acting as a bridge technology.
On the other hand, one of the drawbacks that can be cited regarding the use of a DC microgrid
approach in our present power system is linked with the protection systems that are not yet well
developed and its significantly greater complexity when compared with the AC protection systems [3, 8].
Current research works related with DC microgrid can be divided in three different branches:


Protection, aiming to develop new fault detections and system protection, addressing the
lack of protection systems dedicated to DC microgrids [13];
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Energy management, intending to decrease the energy cost and improve penetration of
small distributed renewable energy sources, providing less impact to the main grid while
optimizing local energy cost [14, 15, 16, 17];



Control, supposed to manage the power flow to ensure the bus voltage stability with
respect to the main grid and load power demand [18, 19].

Regarding the development of energy management and control, they should be treated together to
achieve the target of reducing energy cost while improve local power quality. Given the increasing DC
loads in the commercial environment, the core of our present work is related with the application of a DC
microgrid system dedicated to a tertiary building.

2. Microgrid research project of AVENUES EA 7284
AVENUES laboratory has been working for more than eight years on the urban DC microgrid as
the main body of the advanced local energy management and smart grid communications. The focus of
this research project is to design a microgrid control strategy to optimize the local area of energy demand,
based on local information, and can participate in the global smart grid interaction through
communication. The smart grid topology presented in Figure 2 shows the vision of the smart grid concept
and the role of microgrids.

Figure 2: Smart grid topology [6].
The microgrid can be integrated into a city's infrastructure at the local level, and is connected to
the main power grid through a dedicated adaptive controller. At urban scale, there are several microgrids
and parts of traditional main grid connected together to the grid through the common connection point
(PCC). Microgrid is allowed to be connected to or isolated from the main grid by intelligent switches.
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The urban microgrid developed by AVENUES laboratory is connected to the smart grid by a
controller which must supply the interface between the main grid and the loads, in order to realize an
optimal power management. Figure 3 displays the principle of power management interface using the
main data exchanged between the microgrid and the main grid.

Figure 3: Power management interface principle [6].
The microgrid controller must collect information about the availability and dynamic pricing of
the main grid, must send information about the smart grid on injection intentions and power demand
forecast, match the terminal users’ requirements under all physical and technical limits, and operate at the
condition with the lowest energy costs. The specific interface associated with the urban microgrid [6]
aiming to meet those objectives, was designed as given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Microgrid controller [6].
The microgrid controller designed by AVENUES laboratory is a multi-layer and multiscale
design able to provide flexibility with the necessary algorithms [5]. It can be sorted into four layers, the
operating time scale of which is different and ranges from days to less than seconds.
Human-machine interface allow counting the terminal users’ options or building critical loads, or
load shedding limits, or other specific criteria.
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Prediction layer considers the terminal users’ options, forecast data for several variables and
calculates two power variables: the predictions of renewable power production and the power demand for
specific time duration.
The optimization of energy costs is calculated in the energy management layer given two power
variables mentioned above. According to the previously calculated predictions and the operating
constraints such dynamic pricing, storage capacity, etc., the optimization is solved by mixed integer linear
programming and the used solver is CPLEX [5]. The main challenge in scientific point of view are the
difficulties of global optimization, due to the error introduced by the mismatch between predictions and
the real-time operating conditions, and the limitation resulted from the constraints imposed by the main
grid. This energy management layer is the most important intelligent layer.
For urban microgrids, several operating strategies are developed based on its resources, such as
PV sources, wind turbine, storage, main grid connection, micro turbine (MT) or biodiesel generator, and
loads (buildings, electric vehicles station, etc.). Figure 5 presents the main possible strategies.

Figure 5: Energy management strategies for urban microgrid [6].
Renewable sources supply the consumption of buildings and charge the electric vehicles. Extra
energy could be stored in storage or injected into the main grid. However, the main grid is regarded as the
back-up source for the buildings and electric vehicles, if it is available. Since the main grid is not
available and there is any lack of power, the MT works. Information given by the smart grid commands
the microgrid working mode, in order to compliance the actual availability of the main grid. The main
applications are the positive energy buildings and urban infrastructure for changing electric vehicles.

3. Thesis objectives
This thesis study focuses on a DC microgrid building-integrated satisfying the power balance at
the local level and supplying DC loads during both, grid-connected and isolated operation modes. The
proposed DC microgrid consists of PV building-integrated sources, a storage system, a main grid
connection for the grid-connected mode and a micro turbine for the off-grid or isolated mode, and a DC
load (electric appliances of a tertiary building). The bidirectional connections with the main grid and the
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storage aim to supply the building’s DC appliances, and sell or store the energy surplus. Concerning this
DC microgrid several advantages can be given, such as:


the capability to use efficiently renewable energy sources that naturally generates DC
power;



no power factor losses because DC system has zero frequency;



less inverter and transformers losses when working with DC loads;



high efficiency than AC microgrids due to the reduction of conversions reflecting in less
thermal losses.

Considering that energy management can be defined as a group of different control strategies and
operational practices that together with the new physical equipment and software solutions aims to
accomplish the objectives of energy management, the main objective of this thesis is to define the energy
management strategies for the building-integrated DC microgrid, aiming to keep the bus voltage stable as
well as to reduce the energy cost to the end users and the negative impact to the main grid. Therefore, this
research work focuses to optimize and develop the implementation of the designed controller of buildingintegrated DC microgrid. Compared to the research works already done by the laboratory, the most
original scientific contributions of this thesis concern:


Study and choice of the analytical model for the calculation of the PV power prediction
instead the experimental model based on the PV panel parameters' mapping;



Proposal and taking into account a realistic profile of the load (electrical installation of a
tertiary building);



Taking into account the real-time pricing (RTP) instead the time of use (TOU) of
electrical energy;



Study and development of two methods of optimization of energy costs (economic
dispatching) and comparison between these two methods and a third one already
developed in the laboratory; the proposed analysis aims to define the most suitable
optimization algorithm to be used with the proposed microgrid architecture and energy
management strategies;



Study and proposal of a near optimal DC microgrid real-time operation;



Study and optimization of a realistic load shedding/restoration.

Regarding the technical contributions, the work of this thesis allowed the creation and the
practical development of a test bench for microgrid based on PV sources emulator, which allows the
repeatability conditions (closeness of the agreement between the results of successive measurements of
the same solar irradiance and air temperature carried out under the same conditions of measurement) and
reproducibility (closeness of the agreement between the results of measurements of the same solar
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irradiation and air temperature carried out under changed conditions of measurement). Numerous
experimental tests were carried out and allowed the validation of the proposed concepts.
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter I introduces smart grid concept as an answer to the necessity of power grid of the 21 th
century, where distribution generation based on renewable sources is increasing. This chapter also
highlights the necessity of a microgrid system to act as a bridge technology to successfully implement the
smart grid concept. The existent microgrid structure are depicted and explained based on its structure, AC
or DC, and based on the adopted control strategy, centralized or decentralized and finally, the microgrid
concept adopted on this thesis is introduced.
Chapter II gives an overview about the proposed DC microgrid concept, detailing the elements of
the proposed framework and presenting also the multi-layer supervision control. The operation of each
element of the designed structure is detailed and the formulation related with each source is presented.
Then, it is introduced the multi-layer supervisory system, designed to interact with the smart grid
environment, to receive metadata from external sources and to interact with the end user. In addition, it is
highlighted that the main goal of this structure is to keep power balance in the microgrid system,
attending the energy demand while optimize the cost to the end user.
Chapter III describes the proposed methods to perform the PV and load power predictions. The
first section presents the proposed approach to calculate the PV power based on the solar irradiance and
air temperature, the second section focus on the proposed strategies to overcome the problems tied with
the available hourly sampled solar irradiation data received from a third party enterprise. After this
section, the load power prediction is introduced, presenting the used load power curve and detailing the
parameters of each appliance.
Chapter IV describes the proposed energy management strategies given the operation mode of the
microgrid system, grid-connected or isolated modes, detailing each proposed optimized strategy used
during operation. In addition, three different approaches are presented to solve the optimal self-scheduling
problem and ensure a minimum energy cost to the end user. The first approach is a ruled based algorithm,
a group of fixed rules designed to ensure a certain behavior of the system. The second approach is based
on an evolutionary algorithm and it is called differential evolution. The third approach is the mixed
integer linear programming integrated (MILP), already proposed in a previous research work developed
by the AVENUES laboratory. All three approaches are then compared to stablish the more suitable solver
for the proposed formulation and the selected approached is then applied during all future tests.
Chapter V is dedicated to the demand side management problem, it describes a load
shedding/restoration optimization, with a problem formulation based on binary knapsack problem and
solved by MILP. If the available microgrid power is different than the load power demand, the proposed
algorithm calculates the minimum load power required to be shed and/or restored according to the
available power. This is seen as a more realistic load shedding approach since the load shedding is
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performed based on the individual power consumption of each appliance. The highlight of the chosen
method is the capability of adding a priority to each appliance, allowing the optimization to minimize the
discomfort for the end user while performing the load shedding. The proposed approach is validated by
experimental tests.
Chapter VI is dedicated to analyze the simulation and experimental results obtained with the
proposed DC microgrid concept and defined strategies. This chapter aims to validate the operation of the
whole system, ensuring the capability of the proposed supervisory control to manage the energy power
flow while ensuring voltage stability. Other goals concern the analyze of the proposed separation between
optimization and real time power balance and also validate the usage of the proposed load
shedding/restoration algorithm in the microgrid environment.
Finally, the general conclusions and further work are given.
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Chapter I. A bridge towards the smart grid
The smart grid concept can be seen as the idealized enhanced power grid of the 21st century
where the traditional power grid, used to transmit power from a few huge central generations to supply all
customers demand, is now switched into a two-way flow electricity and information to implement a
distributed power grid network [20]. The smart grid concept includes advancing communication and
control functionalities, aiming to enhance efficiency, reliability, security and to reduce greenhouse gas
emission [21]. To achieve those goals, the integrating of renewable energy is meant to be implemented as
well as the application of smart demand side management techniques [22].
This chapter will briefly describe the future smart grid system and the microgrid approaches,
pointing out how the microgrid technology has the potential to be used as a bridge towards the future
smart grid, while introducing and describing those concepts, the vision and positioning of this thesis
related with the state of the art is stated.

I.1. Smart Grid
Since the energy sector is one of the major greenhouse gas emission sectors, some governments’
targets of reducing the greenhouse gas emission is one of the key factors pushing towards the
implementation of a new paradigm that employ innovative and intelligent monitoring, control
communication, and self-healing technologies to deliver better services for power producers and
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distributors, flexible choices for end users, reliability and security of power supply; this paradigm is
denominated smart grid [23].
The smart grid system relies on distributed renewable energy sources, such as PV sources, wind
tidal or biomass. Among those renewable sources, a special attention is given to PV sources and wind
energy, present in most part of the world but, nowadays, their contribution to the energy mix is fairly low
[24]. From the demand side management point of view, the advances in communication enable the smart
grid operator to apply a variable pricing police, such as RTP. This variation in price can be either based
on real-time production, real-time demand, or supply conditions. In either option, the cost of the energy
respects the demand behavior, becoming more expensive when the demand increases and lowering the
price when the demand reduces, creating an hour-to-hour market price of electricity [24]. This RTP will
persuade some of the customers to shift their peak of consumption. Shaving peak demand and smoothing
demand profile resulting on a lower overall plant and capital cost requirement [20]. Some of the benefits
and requirements of the smart grid system are:


Increasing power quality and reliability;



Optimizing the size of the installed power plant base;



Improving the overall power system efficiency;



Improving safety and resilience, avoiding disruptions;



Enabling a predictive production and maintenance strategy;



Increasing renewable energy penetration;



Increasing the usage of DG units;



Automating operations;



Reducing greenhouse gas emission;



Increasing costumers’ participation.

Those requirements can be divided into four major systems [20]:
1. Electrical infrastructure: this is the electricity transmission and distribution system
responsible for maintaining an efficient and reliable energy supply, supporting a bidirectional power flow;
2. Communication infrastructure: this system is responsible for information and
communication (media, protocol, software …) underlying the smart grid, supporting a bidirectional flow of information;
3. Smart management: it can be seen as a system responsible for providing advanced
management strategies and control services able to generate and to receive
order/messages;
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4. Smart protection: This system provides advanced grid reliability, failure protection and it
is responsible for ensuring privacy protection service for the costumers’ data.
Being the traditional power grid unidirectional in its nature [25] and the electricity being
generated at a few central power plants, to make the best profits of the economy of scale, the power plants
tend to be quite large and located far away from heavily populated areas. In contrast with the traditional
approach, the smart grid system tends to be more flexible, relying on DG units, usually based on
renewable energy sources and located close to the end user, supporting a two-way flow of electricity and
information. The International Energy Agency highlight that a power system based on several small DG
can operate with the same reliability than a system of large generators. Even though, if on one hand the
distributed approach seems to answer the most important problem of, e.g. how to deliver power to attend
the end user demand, on another hand also makes the power flow control and management far more
complex [20].

I.2. Microgrid
One of the approaches idealized to manage the DG units, especially when the consumer becomes
also a producer, being now called “prosumers”, is the microgrid approach. The microgrid system was
idealized to work as a bridge towards the smart grid. Lasseter in [9] highlights the fact that implementing
microgrid system is the simplest and straightforward way to achieve most of the desired smart grid
functions including but not limited to improve reliability, penetration of renewable energy and demand
side management. The general topology of a microgrid system is presented below in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Microgrid architecture.
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To highlight the importance of implementing distributed energy solution such as the microgrid
systems, one can cite among all benefits tied with the microgrid concept the capability of continuous
power supply even without connection with the main grid; meaning that a disturbance in the main grid
can be rejected or at least mitigated and the energy quality ensured to the costumer side. Also, to
coordinate how the microgrid concept has to be implemented, various international standards have
included limitations on power usage to ensure a proper implementation of microgrids [26]. To highlight
the importance and impact of the microgrid usage in our daily life, a few examples of real microgrids
systems are described below.
At Kythnos in Greece, an isolated AC microgrid system using PV panels, storage system, and a
diesel generator supply the power to 12 houses. The power management is made using a frequency droop
control method, using frequency as communication signal [27, 28].

Figure 7: Kythnos’ microgrid system [29].
A successful implementation of an isolated microgrid system is the Annobon case, located on the
island Annobon which is an island province of Equatorial Guinea with a population of approximately
5000 peoples. With energy management and control from the manufacturer Princeton Power Systems Inc.
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and energy storage from General Electric, this 5 MW isolated microgrid aims to supply the totality of the
power demand on the island with a reliable and predictable power supply [30].

Figure 8: Annabon’ microgrid system [31].
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Figure 9: The System of Hachinohe Project [32]
At Hachinohe in Japan, a grid-connected AC microgrid formed by a gas engine system, several
PV panels, a small wind farm and a storage system, as well as the connection with the AC distribution
line, provides electrical power for four schools [32]. The energy management is based on a weekly
planning system, performing the economic dispatch every 3 minutes and controlling the power flow every
second [33, 34].

Figure 10: Demonstrative Project on Power Supply Systems by Service Level (Sendai) [35].
One of the most remarkable example in our recent past is the “Sendai microgrid”, one of the
microgrid systems installed in Japan described in [35, 36], located on the campus of Tohoku Fukushi
University in Sendai City in the Tohoku district in Japan. Initially designed in 2004 as a test-bed for a
demonstration project, on March 2011, after a devastating earthquake hits the Tohoku district, inflicting
catastrophic damage on the district’s energy supply system, the Sendai Microgrid continued supplying
power and heat to customers, proving its effectiveness [35, 37].
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I.2.1. Isolated microgrids
The isolated microgrid consists of renewable DG sources, a storage system, and non-renewable DG
sources to supply the loads. In isolated mode, the connection with the main-grid is inexistent. The isolated
microgrid overview is presented in Figure 11. In the isolated mode, an effort to ensure energy quality is
also necessary since the voltage and frequency variations become more evident and may be harmful to
some equipment on the end user’s side [2].

Figure 11: Isolated DC microgrid overview.

I.2.2. Grid connected microgrids
Very often, the backup source is the only change between these two approaches, the
unidirectional non-renewable DG source, is replaced by a bidirectional source, the main grid. This change
of paradigm reflects an important change on the problem formulation and on the conception of its
supervisory system. The grid connected microgrid overview is depicted in Figure 6.

I.2.3. AC, DC and hybrid microgrids
Foremost, the microgrid systems can be divided regarding their technological aspect, based on
AC or DC common bus. Both, AC and DC microgrids can still be divided by the existence or absence of
connection with the main grid. To the case when the microgrid is exchanging power with the main grid, it
is named grid-connected mode. If the microgrid can be connected with the main grid but the system is
working independently, it is named islanded mode. Otherwise, if the connection is absent, it is called
isolated mode. Even though, the microgrid systems are usually prepared to work in all three modes: grid
connected, islanded, and isolated operating mode. In this case, the choice of the operation mode will
depend on the state or kind of the microgrid system.
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I.2.3.1. AC microgrid architecture
A typical AC microgrid system, interconnected with the main grid through a PCC, is shown in
Figure 12. The on-grid AC microgrid is form by a small AC electric power system connected with the
main grid. The local loads are attend mainly by the power produced by renewable DG units and, just if
necessary, by the main grid. In case of a greater generation by the renewable DG units than local loads
consumption, the surplus power can be sent into the main grid. In most cases, the AC microgrid system
operations adopt the voltage and frequency standards applied in most conventional distribution systems
[1].

Figure 12: AC microgrid architecture.

I.2.3.2. DC microgrid structure
A typical DC microgrid is presented in Figure 13. The operation of a DC microgrid is similar to
the AC microgrid system. Since most of the AC loads uses an internal AC/DC converters, the DC
approach is mainly applied to use the DC energy generated by the renewable DG units in its natural form
avoiding the unnecessary conversions in the AC architecture, increasing the overall efficiency of the
system. However, in the DC architecture a conversion is necessary in the PCC to be able to exchange
power with the main grid. To the environments where the DC loads are becoming more and more
common, such as many appliances of commercial or residential buildings, the DC microgrid approach is
more interesting, from the efficiency point of view.
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Figure 13: DC microgrid architecture.
A DC microgrid is idealized to be used in environments where DC loads are becoming
predominant, e.g. buildings equipped with PV sources. Therefore, this present work considers DC
microgrid architectures focusing on building-integrated one. The operation of a DC microgrid is similar to
the AC microgrid system and the continuous approach is mainly adopted to use the DC energy generated
by the renewable DG units in its natural form. By adopting the DC microgrid concept, part of the
conversions necessary in the AC architecture can be avoided increasing the overall efficiency of the
system. Nevertheless, in to the DC architecture a conversion is necessary in the PCC to be able to
exchange power with the main grid [38]. Since the PV panels grow as one of the most commonly used
renewable sources in urban areas and DC loads could become predominant for buildings [39], DC
microgrid architecture is proposed and studied in grid-connected and isolated configurations, using PV
energy as renewable source and an electrochemical storage system.

I.2.3.3. Hybrid microgrid architecture
A typical hybrid microgrid structure is presented in Figure 14. As seen from Figure 14, in the
hybrid-microgrid systems the renewable sources, that generates DC energy, and the DC loads are
connected directly in the DC bus while the AC loads and the AC power sources are connected on the AC
bus. This structure aims to make a better use of the energy by allowing the system to use the energy in its
natural form when it is possible and converting just when it is necessary, increasing the system’s overall
efficiency [40]. The power management of an hybrid microgrid faces the challenge of both, AC and DC
approaches, being necessary to the power management system to control not only the voltage stabilization
in both buses but also the frequency in the AC bus [41].
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Figure 14: Hybrid microgrid architecture.

I.2.4. AC microgrid control
One possible decentralized control method applied to AC microgrids is the hierarchical control
method. Consisting of three different control levels, the classical hierarchical control approach, i.e. droop
control, was first studied to handle with the main grid control problems, which includes and involves high
power plants, supposed to operate over large synchronous machines with high inertia and inductive
networks [7]. However, to the microgrid scenario there is no inertia and the nature of the network is
mainly resistive. Given those differences some adaptations were made intending to fit the concept of
hierarchical control to microgrid systems [7].

Figure 15: Frame for the multilevel control of a power system [7].
The primary control layer focuses on the inner control of each DG unit, adding virtual inertias and
controlling the impedances. The secondary control aims to restore frequency and voltage amplitude
deviations. The tertiary control regulates the power flow on the PCC.
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I.2.5. DC microgrid control
DC microgrids do not have the same issues of the AC microgrids such as frequency control,
phase synchronization of the DG units, harmonic currents, and reactive power flow control [1, 7, 18]. In
DC microgrids case, the active power is no longer dependent on frequency but remains on voltage
common bus variation.
Similarly to AC microgrids, for DC microgrids it is also possible to apply the hierarchical control
as a distributed control approach. In this case, the primary control consists of a resistive virtual outputimpedance loop, integrated with the regular DG control. The secondary control is responsible for the
compensation of the voltage bus deviation into the microgrid. The tertiary control regulates the power
flow between the microgrid and the main grid, by using one DC/AC converter [18].

I.2.6. Decentralized control applied to microgrid
One of the well-studied approaches to handle with the control problem of microgrids systems is
the decentralized control method. In this concept, it is desirable to each DG source to be controlled on the
local of measurement. Given the distributed nature of the system, an effort to minimize the data exchange
between the different DG converters shall be done [2]. Decentralized control need to: (i) ensure stability
on a global scale, with local frequency and voltage regulation; (ii) realize the fast track of the load
demand, to control the power flow and manage the connected DG units; (iii) prevent any offset [1, 7].
In [42] the authors, based on a decentralized microgrid concept, proposed a new approach to
solve microgrids distributed electrical management problems. Intending to work with a decentralized
control strategy but avoiding the hierarchical approach presented in [7], the paper introduces a distributed
decision making system, based on multi-agent concept. One interesting feature in this paper is the
intention to spread the use and knowledge about the applications of multi-agent systems into the domain
of microgrids and power systems. The authors have developed an open-source platform to perform realtime simulations with Multi agent system based algorithms and microgrid environment.
In [43], a solution for power energy management problem, based on robust optimization is
proposed. This approach is applied on a microgrid framework modeled by multi-agent system, as
presented in [42]. This method has a particularity of already have one strategy to work with some
uncertainties tied to its concept; thus, the robust optimization approach can improve microgrid’s
reliability by considering the most “extreme” scenario to be optimized. This is performed by the cost of
increasing the end user’s costs. Being the trade-off between the cost optimization and reliability increased
given the tuning of the robust optimization parameters.
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I.2.7. Centralized microgrid control
A centralized approach can be used in either, AC and DC architectures, and it is applied to the
case where the objective is more than just ensures to respect the system limitations and standards, but also
improves the overall microgrid system performance in different ways, such as reaching the minimum
energy cost to the end user by an optimal power flow control [5].
Several approaches to perform the energy management of a microgrid have been developed, such
as ruled based algorithms [44], hierarchical optimization method [45], MILP [46], and mixed integer
nonlinear program have recently been developed [47].
In [44], an isolated DC microgrid is proposed considering as renewable DG sources a small-scale
wind turbine and PV panels. The storage system is composed by lead-acid batteries. Different from the
isolated system presented on this work, back-up source, such as a MT, is not considered. The paper
proposed a rule based algorithm working in storage priority mode to perform the energy management,
meaning that no optimization is performed. The approach is validated experimentally and, as stated by the
authors, this tool contributes to the enhancement of education and research the field of renewable energy
and distributed energy systems. In addition, the proposed microgrid can be used as a benchmark for future
research in smart grid applications.
In [45], a hierarchical approach is considered to perform the energy management of the microgrid
system; this approach considers two different scales of energy management. Firstly, the local energy
management is performed inside of each individual microgrid system; this is the same scale that the
building-integrated microgrid considered in this work. Secondly, the global energy management is
performed considering the exchange power between all five microgrids presented in the region, the backup sources and the main grid. The proposed problem formulation is based on linear constraints and the
MILP approach is adopted to solve the problem; the same approach is used in the present work, but
applied to the specifications of the building-integrated microgrid. The approach studied in [45] is already
in use on a real microgrid system in the Guangxi province in China.
In [46], the energy management is made considering a microgrid containing a micro turbine, fuel
cells, group of lead-acid batteries, PV power and wind power sources. In this work, the energy
management concerns a day-ahead prediction based on the forecast data and applied to a grid-connected
microgrid system; the problem is solved considering the MILP approach. A detailed to be considered
about [46] is that the authors state the necessity of a good prediction in order to operate an energy
scenario; therefore, the data forecast is assumed but not really applied. In this thesis the PV power
prediction is calculated with data forecast received from Météo France and actualized based on different
strategies to increase its accuracy.
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In [47], an optimal energy management of an isolated microgrid is proposed. The problem
formulation presented in [47] considers some nonlinear constraints in the energy management problem,
what makes impossible to use the original MILP approach as proposed in this thesis. However, the
authors propose the use of a nonlinear variation of the original MILP method, adapted to cope with the
nonlinear constraints; this method is called mixed integer nonlinear program. The load shedding
algorithm proposed in [47] considers the priority of each load and when it is necessary to perform the
load shedding, it is done respecting the priority from the lowest to the highest rate. Different from the
approach presented in [47], the load shedding method proposed on this thesis considers also the minimum
and maximum shedding time of each appliance and an optimization is performed to minimize the impact
of the load shedding to the end user, instead of just respecting a fixed order as in [47].
The work presented in this thesis follows the baseline proposed in [48], the first PhD thesis of the
AVENUES laboratory. In following, this section will describe the similarities and differences between the
concepts adopted in [48] and the present work. The work, developed in [48] intended to make a further
contribution toward the conceptualization of a decentralized multi-source power hierarchical control
where the smart grid communication is integrated. The goal was to design an advanced local energy
management by a hierarchical control, which would allow a decentralized and cooperative architecture
for power flow balance. Designed more specifically, for buildings equipped with PV array, this thesis has
presented a DC microgrid with multi-layer supervision control which handles instantaneous power
balancing following the power flow optimization while providing interface for smart grid communication.
The optimization process proposed in [48] takes into account forecast of PV power production and load
power demand, while satisfying constraints such as storage capability, grid power limitations, grid TOU
pricing and grid peak hour. Optimization, whose efficiency is related to the prediction accuracy, was
carried out by MILP. However, the PV power prediction was calculated based on experimental model
(PV panel parameters' mapping) and the considered load power profile was a very simplest one (constant
by steps, with three levels). Also, in [48], the usage of a MILP solver for the optimization problem called
ILOG IBM CPLEX [49] is proposed, but no one others methods were studied.
In this thesis work the DC microgrid consists of PV building-integrated sources, an
electrochemical storage system, a main grid connection for the grid-connected mode, a MT for the offgrid or isolated mode, and a DC load (electric DC appliances of a tertiary building). The global overview
of the building-integrated DC microgrid studied in this thesis is presented in Figure 16. The bidirectional
connections with the main grid and the storage aim to supply the building’s DC appliances, and sell or
store the energy surplus.
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Figure 16: Building-integrated DC microgrid studied in this thesis.
In order to be economically profitable, and therefore able to continue the use of already existing
cable infrastructure (400/230V AC) for building appliances an optimal DC bus voltage value to adopt
may be 325 VDC [50, 51]. This techno-economic compromise leads to test the suggested system for this
value. Nevertheless, for technical reasons, in this study the adopted DC bus voltage value is 400 VDC
[52]. Taking into account calculations of losses and power transfer rate, as presented in [53], this voltage
value achieves better energy efficiency in a quantitative comparison of high efficiency AC versus DC.
Regarding the voltage limits of the cable infrastructure used in building, the value of 400VDC is
adequate.
Facing to the state of the art of building-integrated DC microgrid or small scale DC microgrid, the
most original scientific contribution of this work concerns the simultaneous consideration of a number of
algorithms which ultimately aims for a near-optimal real-time operation of the DC microgrid.
One of the first steps of the present work is to compare the proposed MILP solver with other
algorithms, metaheuristics and a rule based, with the intention of confirming the usage of the proposed
CPLEX solver as a fast and reliable solution.
Other contribution is related with the load shedding and restoration. The demand side
management approach proposed on the present work aims to introduce a more realistic and optimized
load shedding and restoration strategy. Based on the knapsack problem, the proposed algorithm considers
each appliance independently as well as, the priority and time limits of minimum and maximum load
shedding allowed to each load. The resulting load shedding tends to minimize the discomfort generated to
the end user. It is important to notice that the load shedding is the worst case scenario for the
optimization, being performed just when there is not enough energy to attend the load demand
considering all available power from all different sources.
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Furthermore, in order to improve the energy cost reduction and the microgrid reliability (by
reducing voltage fluctuations), a global energy management strategy is proposed. Thus, the economic
dispatching day-ahead strategy, described in many articles, is firstly compared with a non-optimized case
to prove it validity, and then, multiple new strategies are proposed. One of the proposed new strategies is
to re perform the optimization every time that a new forecast data arrive. Then, an extension of this first
strategy is proposed where, using the latest forecast actualization and the latest measured real state of the
charge of the storage, the optimization is re run in small intervals of five minutes. It is important to
highlight that in [5] and [48] the authors have also made an attempt of developing a strategy that performs
the optimization periodically, but with an interval one hour between interactions.
The last proposed strategy, comprising all features of the already above methods and considering
that the prediction of the renewable energy generation is the biggest source of uncertainties to the
optimization problem, three different predictors are proposed aiming to improve the solar irradiation
forecasting and therefore, the robustness and accuracy of the optimization result. All three predictors
proposed on this work make use of the past data, acquired onsite, to estimate the next five minutes
operating conditions. The first predictor is a simplest one, based on a moving average strategy. The
second predictor introduces the smoothing factor responsible for increasing the importance of the newest
acquired data over the oldest available data. This second predictor is called simple exponential
smoothing. The third predictor is an extension of the simple exponential smoothing, called double
exponential smoothing where a trend factor is introduced aiming to increase accuracy to the future
prediction. At this point it is important to notice that the predictors have a horizon of five minutes ahead,
but the optimization algorithm expects an input that goes from the moment when the optimization is
performed until the end of the day. To fill this gap, after the first five minutes until the end of the day, the
original forecasting prediction is used. This is due the fact that the proposed predictors just perform better
than the original forecast for a short horizon and therefore using those predictors to generate the forecast
data until the end of the day would be worse than the original prediction.
Furthermore, all these strategies are combined with the analytical model for the calculation of the
PV power prediction, with a realistic profile of the load power (electrical installation of a tertiary
building), take into account the RTP of electrical energy, and optimize the load shedding/restoration.
Therefore, this work is presented as the study of near-optimal DC microgrid real-time operation.
As last, but not the least, the results are validated by numerical simulation and experimental tests
carried out on microgrid test bench based on real PV sources and on emulator PV sources.
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Chapter II. Global overview of the DC microgrid
This chapter introduces the proposed microgrid concept, designed following the structure
presented in Figure 16. Each element of the proposed structure and the supervisory control framework
designed are then described in details. The main objective of this chapter is to present the bases and
formulations tied with each source and the DC load, and to highlight its limitations and assumptions of
operation. The proposed microgrid system can be seen as the association of two main elements being the
first one a power system, represented by the multi-source system and a supervisory control, designed to
ensure the optimal operation of the system. The multi-source aspect of the proposed microgrid system is
depicted in Figure 16 as the interconnection with the main grid, the PV array, the storage, the MT, the
load, the bus, and also comprises all power electronic interfaces. The supervisory system, depicted in
Figure 16 as the microgrid controller, is responsible for the optimal management of this power flow, the
interaction with the smart grid and the end user, the reception and treatment of the forecast data.

II.1. Multi-source power system
The system represented in Figure 17 comprises the representation of both, the main-grid
connection and the MT. Even though, the existence of the MT or the main-grid connection depends on the
operation mode of the system. In grid-connected mode, the system works connected with the main grid
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and therefore, in most cases, there is no necessity of including the MT. In isolated mode, the gridconnection is inexistent and therefore the MT is used as backup source.

Figure 17: Multi-source power system electrical scheme [54].
where v , vMT , vG , vPV and vS are the bus voltage, MT voltage, main grid voltage, PV voltage, and
storage system voltage, respectively, iL , iMT , iG , iPV and iS are the current sent to the load, exchanged
with the MT, exchanged with the main grid, exchanged with the PV system and exchanged with the
storage system. L PV and L S are the PV and storage inductances, respectively. CPV and CBUS are the PV
system capacitor and the bus capacitor, respectively. B1 is the switching leg of the PV dedicated
converter. B2 is the switching leg of the storage dedicated converter. B3 and B4 are the switching legs of
the grid-connected dedicated converter. B5 and B6 are the switching legs of the micro turbine dedicated
converter.
In the following sections each element of the microgrid system is described comprising its use
and limitations.

II.1.1. Photovoltaic sources
Concerning the PV sources, two operating modes are assigned: maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) mode, where the maximum possible energy is extract from the PV source, and PV power
limitation mode, where it is necessary to limit the PV production under a certain level, imposed by the
microgrid system for different reasons, such as no enough load power demand, limited power for grid
injection, and storage full of charge. In this work, the MPPT algorithm applied is the perturb and observe
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(P&O) algorithm following [55] and the PV power limitation control following [23] are used. The PV
power available pPV is defined as follows.

pPV (t )  pPV _ MPPT (t )  pPV _ S (t )

(1)

where pPV _ MPPT is the instant PV power at the maximum power point and pPV _ S the amount of PV
power that must be shed. It is also implied on this equation that the amount of PV power shed is restrict
by the maximum generation, meaning that pPV _ S cannot be greater than pPV _ MPPT under any
circumstance.

II.1.2. Electrochemical storage
How the electrochemical storage will perform over its lifetime if highly dependent on the realtime operation [56]. Therefore, it is necessary to control the state of the charge and charge/discharge rates
of the storage system [57]. The storage system limits are given by its upper and lower state of charge,
SOCMAX et SOCMIN respectively, and the storage maximum power PS _ MAX , as described by ( 2 ), ( 3 )

and ( 4 ), with state of charge, soc , calculation given by ( 5 ).

SOCMIN  soc(t )  SOCMAX

(2)

pS  t   pS _ C  t   pS _ D  t 

(3)

PS _ MAX  pS  t   PS _ MAX

(4)

soc  t   SOC0 

1
vS  CREF

t

 p  t   dt

(5)

S

t0

with storage power pS  t  defined by the difference between the storage power charging pS _ C (t ) and
storage power discharging pS _ D (t ) , SOC0 being the initial soc , vS defined as storage voltage, and CREF
being the storage nominal capacity (Ah).

II.1.3. Grid connection
Since the proposed microgrid concept comprises the communication with the future smart grid, it
is supposed that the main grid operator can send information towards the microgrid, defining a desirable
limit for the power exchanged with the main grid. The maximum power allowed by the system operator
to be injected into the main grid is defined as PG _ I _ MAX and the maximum power allowed by the system
operator to be used from the main grid to supply the microgrid system defined as PG _ S _ MAX . Respecting
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the limits imposed by the system operator, the grid power pG exchanged with the microgrid is expressed
by ( 6 ):

PG _ S _ MAX  pG (t )  PG _ I _ MAX

(6)

II.1.4. Micro turbine
The MT is a back-up source present on the microgrid system only when working on isolated
mode, i.e. without connection with the main grid. The MT provides the power pMT to the microgrid
following two operating states, off and output rated power PMT _ P for a minimum time duration dtMT as a
working duty cycle, given by ( 7 ):

pMT (t )  m  PMT _ P with m 0,1
pMT (ti )  pMT (ti 1 ) if rem(ti dtMT )  0

(7)

with ti  t0 , t0  t , t0  2t ,..., t F 

where m is the binary variable that defines if the MT is being used or not at a given instant t , and rem
the function that returns the remainder of the division.
This ON/OFF strategy proposed to the use of the MT system is based on the assumption that, if
the machine works during a minimal time as close as possible from its rated power the efficiency is
increased resulting in an optimal usage of this source.

II.1.5. Load
The load behavior can be seen in three different ways: the first one where no limitations are
imposed and therefore the load fluctuation is only influenced by the usage of the end-user, a second mode
where the load is partially shed, given the optimal load shedding/restoration approach proposed, and a
third case where the load shedding must be constraint to ensure the respect of the critical level defined by
the end user. Given this statement, the load power can be described as the difference between the total
load power demand p L _ DEM and the load power shed pL _ S , as follows.

pL (t )  pL _ DEM (t )  pL _ S (t )

(8)

where p L is the resulting amount of power being demanded by the bus.
If the load demand cannot be fully met, it is possible to operate a partial load shedding for which it is
assumed that the end user agrees. The coefficient k L is assumed to represent the rate between the
attended and demanded load and calculated as presented in ( 9 ):
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k L (t ) 

pL (t )
pL _ DEM (t )

(9)

The load shedding considers a constraint imposed by the end user, where it is defined the
percentage of critical load that must be attended, regardless the grid power limits suggested by the smart
grid message system. The critical load power is defined by the coefficient kL _ CRIT , which values are
between (0,1), and is described by ( 10 ) as follow:

0  k L _ CRIT  1 and kL _ CRIT  kL (t )  1

( 10 )

where kL _ CRIT represents the percentage rate defined by the end user as the minimum amount of load that
must to be attended.

II.1.6. Power balancing
The power balancing is a key aspect of the microgrid system, responsible for ensuring the voltage
stabilization, increasing the system reliability. The power balance is performed in two different situations
inside of the microgrid system: first during optimization where the power balance is performed
considering the predicted power flow; second, the power flow is instant calculated by the operational
algorithm, considering the real measurements and aiming to keep the real time voltage stabilization.
Considering the proposed DC microgrid concept, some additional information concerning the
operation condition must be stated. About the DC bus voltage, one note that, in order to be economically
profitable, and therefore able to continue the use of already existing cable infrastructure (400/230V AC)
for building appliances, an optimal DC bus voltage value to be adopted may be 325V DC [50, 51]. This
techno-economic compromise leads to test the suggested system for this value. Nevertheless, for technical
reasons, in this study the adopted DC bus voltage value is 400V DC [52]. Taking into account
calculations of losses and power transfer rate, as presented in [53], this voltage value achieves better
energy efficiency in a quantitative comparison of high efficiency AC versus DC. Regarding the voltage
limits of the cable infrastructure used in building, the value of 400V DC is adequate.
The power balance is calculated based on the difference between the PV power generated pPV ,
the load power consumption p L , and the bus dynamic, calculated based on the difference between the
measured DC bus voltage v and the reference DC bus voltage v* as presented in ( 11 ).

p*  pPV  pL  C p (v*  v)

( 11 )

with C p the proportional gain of the used controller. The calculated reference power p* represents the
amount of power necessary to keep the bus voltage constant. This reference power can be positive,
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meaning that there is a surplus of power in the bus or negative, meaning that more power shall be
supplied to the bus.
In grid-connected mode, this reference power can be supplied by two bidirectional sources: the
storage system or the main grid. The definition of which one shall be used at each time instant, or if both
sources are going to be used and how the power is divided among them, is defined by a control variable
defined as a distribution coefficient kD , and calculated as follow:
kD 

pS
pG  pS

( 12 )

where kD can be defined as the usage ratio between the storage system and the main grid, varying from 0
to 1 where “0” means that only the main grid supplies the reference power and “1” means that only the
storage supplies the reference power. To decide the right value of kD following an energy strategy, it is
necessary to make calculation. In the case of the optimized energy strategy, the control variable kD
represents the output of the optimization algorithm.
In addition, the control variable kD is also used when no optimization is performed, as in the rulebased approach. In this case the strategy called, storage priority is defined, meaning that kD will be
selected based on the assumption that the storage system shall be used first at any time, changing to any
other available source, e.g. main grid or MT, only when the storage system is not capable to supply the
power reference by itself. At this point is important to highlight that by setting the storage priority mode
the optimal cost is no longer ensured to the end user and the energy cost becomes higher than the
optimized approach.
For the isolated mode, the binary variable m that represents the usage of the MT, is used instead
the distribution coefficient kD . When m is equal “1” the MT is activated and when it is “0” the MT is
deactivated.

II.2. Supervisory control overview
The proposed multi-layer supervisory control structure, aims to be able to integrate different
layers that operate in different scale time and particularly, to separate the optimization results from the
instant power balance. This is important for two main reasons: first and foremost, to avoid the
uncertainties tied with the optimization results and predictions to unbalance the microgrid bus voltage;
secondly, to be able to perform real-time powers balance, regardless the computational time necessary to
perform the optimization. Another important characteristic of the proposed approach is the capability of
integrating systems with different time scales and treating different information to perform a power
predictions and power flow optimization. Last, but not least, the real-time power balance is performed
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being the integration of the energy cost optimization, which represents one of the main reasons to the
usage of the proposed approach.
This supervisory control aims to interact with the smart grid environment, with the end user, and
to be able to receive metadata from external sources. The main goal is to keep the instantaneous power
balance in the microgrid system while following the optimal energy management strategies.
This section will firstly introduce the proposed supervisory control framework. The next subsections will then describe each element of the proposed framework in details, following a top to bottom
approach.

II.2.1. Supervisory control framework
The supervisory control should ensure power balance while minimizes the energy cost, respecting
the main grid, multi sources, and load constraints [5]. The proposed supervisory control is a centralized
approach where all the available data about the microgrid system is concentered in one main system,
divided in layers. The multi-layer framework structure is based on a previous work of the AVENUES
laboratory, depicted in details in [48]. The improvements proposed on this work to the multi-layerstructure presented in [48] are: the implementation of a demand side management with a realistic load
shedding approach based on the knapsack problem; the short term power predictions, and the periodic
calculation of the optimization during operation.
The improved multi-layer supervisory control structure is depicted in Figure 18. First and
foremost, it is important to highlight that given the differences between the microgrid operation in
isolated and grid-connected mode, a slightly difference in the supervisory structure is necessary. When
working on isolated mode the smart grid message block is deactivated, a different optimization problem
formulation is used, and a new operational algorithm strategy is applied.
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Figure 18: Microgrid multi-layer supervisory concept.
Figure 18 present the concept of the multi-layer supervisory system, each layer depicted in Figure
18 has a different time scale. First, each input of the supervisory system, has its own time scale: the
measurement is acquired in seconds; the parameters are expected to be set only once before operation and
they cannot be changed during operation; the smart-grid messages are acquired in minutes; and the
metadata are acquired in hours.
The block named measurement is responsible for acquiring the instant value of the load power
demand p L _ DEM , the PV power generation pPV , and the power exchanged with the storage system pS .
The block named parameters represents the group of parameters related with the microgrid system
conception and their physical limitations comprising the minimum and maximum state of the charge
limits, SOCMIN and SOCMAX , respectively. The maximum instant power allowed to be exchanged with
the storage system PS _ MAX and the critical load power level that must be ensured to keep the microgrid
system working kL _ CRIT are also given in this block.
The block called metadata, represent the forecast data received from Météo France, comprising
the solar irradiation g and the air temperature  AIR , and forecast data concerning the load behavior
calculated by the operator of the main grid or received from the load manager. The smart grid messages
block represent the communication with the operator of the main grid, exchanging information about the
maximum power that can be send towards the main grid PG _ I _ MAX and the maximum power that can be
used from the main grid to supply the microgrid system PG _ S _ MAX . Information about the tariffing system
is also received and the prediction about the power to be send towards the main grid and taken from the
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main grid, PG _ I _ PRE and PG _ S _ PRE respectively, are send to the operator of the main grid helping the
system operator to better dimension the energy generation for the day.
The human-machine interface is responsible for the interaction with the end user, allowing the
end user to personalize the microgrid environment given his personal needs. Through this system the end
user can define the priority of each load, load shedding time limits and the percentage of load considered
critical and must be attended in any circumstances. This information as well as the critical load power are
imposed to the economic dispatch layer and also to the operational layer, allowing the system to manage
the power available to ensure to respect the critical load rate defined by the end user.
The forecast layer is responsible for interpretation of the metadata; it comprises the calculation of
the PV power and load power predictions as well as the calculation of the short term prediction of the PV
power. The PV power prediction pPV _ PRE is based on the data received from Météo France while the load
power prediction p L _ PRE is generally calculated by the operator of the main grid.
The economic dispatch layer optimizes the usage of the renewable sources, storage and the power
exchanged with the main grid, in grid-connected mode, or the MT usage, in isolated mode. The main goal
of this economic dispatch layer is to reduce the global energy cost for the end user. A control vector,
which is the distribution coefficient kD generated as output of the optimization process, is used in the
operational layer as a guideline for the sources usage. This layer is also responsible for sending towards
the smart grid the optimized grid power flows PG _ I _ PRE and PG _ S _ PRE predicted to be exchanged with the
main grid, aiming to help the system operator to properly schedule the main grid resources usage.
The economic dispatch layer take into account the information exchanged with the forecast layer,
the information received through smart grid message, the settings defined by the end user and the system
parameters to perform the optimization. The resulting power flow is used to calculate a control signal that
will be sent to the operational algorithm and it’s responsible for defining the storage usage tradeoff when
necessary to keep the power balance.
Working in the grid connected mode, the economic dispatch layer aims to minimize the energy
cost by following the optimized usage of the storage system and main grid. By performing the
optimization, respecting the constraints imposed, the resulting power flow obtained, based on the optimal
storage and grid power evolutions, is used to calculate the optimal control vector based on the coefficient

kD . Therefore, the interface variable kD is responsible for defining the trade-off between storage power
and grid power during every run of the operational algorithm.
Working in the isolated mode, the economic dispatch layer aims to minimize the energy cost by
following the optimized usage of the storage system and the MT. By performing the optimization,
respecting the constraints imposed, the resulting power flow obtained, based on the optimal storage and
MT power evolutions, is used to calculate the instants when MT has to be started. Therefore, the interface
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variable m is responsible for defining the trade-off between storage power and MT power during every
run of the operational algorithm.
The operational layer is then responsible for keeping the instant power balance and thus, the DC
bus voltage stabilization. When the PV production does not perfectly match the load consumption, what
is often the case, the operational algorithm can use the storage system and either the main grid or MT to
supply the load and to keep the bus regulated. The control signal received from the optimization
algorithm is used to define which source will be used to balance the power. The operational layer is also
responsible for communicating with the load control layer, responsible for starting the load
shedding/restoration process, as well as to supply all the necessary information to the load control
algorithm to perform the load shedding/restoration. Ultimately, this load control layer is responsible for
sending the signal to physically perform the load/shedding restoration and the operational layer is
responsible for communicating with each inverter’s control of each source.
Even though the multi-layer supervisory control concept is depicted in Figure 18 as a sequential
and well stablished layers, in reality, the iterations among the algorithms created to accomplished those
goals are more complex. To properly depict those connections as well as to specify the data that are being
exchanged between each algorithm, a new figure was designed. Figure 19 presents the interconnection of
all algorithms necessary to implement the conceptual structure presented in Figure 18. It is important to
note that the sub-systems present on Figure 19 may be affected by different layers depicted in Figure 18
and to highlight those interconnections a color relation was made between Figure 18 and Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Algorithms interconnections.
The Figure 19 depicts how the information flows from different sources and how it interacts with
the proposed algorithms. The forecast subsystem consist of: local load power prediction, which sends the
prediction of the load for a given day to the optimization algorithm, the PV power prediction, which is
calculated based on the weather data concerning the solar irradiation g and air temperature received by
the weather national service Météo France, and the system parameters, which are sent to the optimization
and operational algorithms. The communication subsystem is composed of smart grid messages, humanmachine interface and weather data given by Météo France.
The economic dispatch subsystem is based on the optimization algorithm which solves the
optimization problem given the previous information and generates a control vector, responsible for
communicating with the operational algorithm, as well as the predicted power to be exchanged with the
main grid.
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TOU is the time of use pricing information, received from the smart grid message, which
indicates the peak hours when the energy cost is higher. The classical TOU tariffing system has to be
replaced with a real-time pricing method. One notes that both systems, TOU and RTP, were implemented
and tested during the development of this thesis.
Load is composed by a set of electric appliances. Regarding the load shedding/restoration actions,
the CoPorig is the vector with the original coefficient of priority of each appliance, TMIN is a vector that
defines the minimum time that each appliance may to stay off when shed and TMAX is the vector that
defines the maximum time that each appliance can be shed.
The common DC bus that links all sources via its correspondent converters is connected direct to
the load under the assumption that the load voltage is compatible with the bus voltage. This voltage is set
to minimize the line losses while respecting safe operation conditions. A good tradeoff between efficiency
and safety can be reached defining v* as 400V.
The pulse width modulation (PWM), it has been widely used to control the power converters
since it has the potential of reducing the harmonics and for being more resistant to electromagnetic
perturbations. For those reasons it is assumed that all converters used on the proposed microgrid system
are controlled by PWM signals, where f ( PV ) is the control signal sent to the PV converter,
f (a), f (b), f (c) are the control signals sent to the three phase AC/DC converter at the PCC, f (s) is the

control signal sent to the storage system converter, and f (MT) is the control signal sent to the MT
converter.
The operational subsystem contents the operational algorithm, responsible for ensuring instant
power balance, and interacts with the load shedding/restoration optimization algorithm, the PV control,
and with all physical components through the power converters switching functions. The storage state of
charge, soc , estimation is performed considering the information received about the power exchanged
with the storage system.
The demand side management (DSM) subsystem consists of the load shedding/restoration
optimization block and the load control block. The load shedding/restoration optimization block receives
information about the total load demand and the maximum available power from the operational
algorithm. The load shedding/restoration block calculates then the optimum load shedding and this
information is send back to the operational algorithm and to the load control block. The load
shedding/restoration process assume the hypothesis of the existence of solid state switchers, able to
disconnect and reconnect each independent appliance that constitutes the total load power demand.
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II.3. DC load profile
This section describes the realistic profile of the load represented by the electrical installation of a
tertiary building, which is taken into account in this study. It is matter of a scaling operation from the load
power curves which characterize the Pierre Guillaumat building 2 of the Université de Technologie de
Compiègne. These load power curves were extracted from the website of the power provider and then
adapted to this study. The number of appliances and rated power were adapted to fit the physical
restriction of the existing microgrid test bench, which platform [58] includes 2kW PV power under
standard test conditions (STC). This adaptation aims to allow us to validate in simulation, as well as to
perform experimental tests using a real load power profile, respecting the real dynamic of the building
with the proposed load shedding/restoration approach.
The power required to supply the maximum peak of building load power is limited to 2000W
given the physical constraints of the test bed system. To respect this limit, the number of appliances
considered to form the load power profile sample is limited to 49 different appliances, selected in such a
way that the general load dynamic during the day remains the same as the real original load of the
building. Figure 20 present the realistic load power profile used in this thesis, where p L _ DEM is the load
power demand for a given day, during the office hours.

Figure 20: Applied load power profile.
Table 1 presents a detailed description of all appliances considered by the proposed load power
profile and also used by the shedding/restoration optimization algorithm.
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Table 1 – Appliances power parameters.

Table 1 shows the appliances specifications: identification number, priority, time duration TMIN
and TMAX and rated power, of the operation of 49 appliances. Where priority is the importance of the
appliance to the end user, with a high priority the appliance is less likely to be shed. TMIN is the minimum
time that the appliance must stay disconnected if shed, and TMAX is the maximum time that each appliance
can be shed, after this time the priority of the appliance highly increases to be less likely to be shed.
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II.4. Tariffing system
The static and more particularly the dynamic pricing could allow the demand side response to
play a more active role to help balance power supply and demand and to reduce the main grid stress.
Some approaches to increase the demand side participation are static time-varying retail prices, or TOU,
the dynamic pricing, or RTP, and the critical peak pricing [59].
Being the TOU tariffs presets of tariff for pre-determined hours and days, the effectiveness of this
approach must be well studied before implementation given the risk of a new peak appearing at a cheaper
price given the load shift. This approach allows the user’s loads to be partially controlled by sending a
control signal to the smart metering to switch off part of the loads. From the distribution grid operator
perspective it remains a distinction between control and price signals, but for the costumer this may be an
issue of privacy [60].
The dynamic pricing approach tend to be more complex than the static one, with the RTP
changing the tariff in a period of minutes or the critical peak price allowing the distribution grid operator
to occasionally increase the tariff for a limited number of hours given the consumption peak. Users with a
flat load profile or with high consumption during low price periods, i.e. off peak hours, are going to have
the greatest benefits from the RTP. But even users whose demand peaks matches the high prices periods,
i.e. during peak hours, could have some benefits since one side effect of shifting some load to off peak
hours would be the reduction of the tariff during peak hour, even if this tariff would still be considerable
greater than off peak periods.
Since the optimal load shedding is performed inside of the microgrid system, instead of giving the
partial control of the user’s appliances to the distribution grid operator, the operator is only responsible
for defining the maximum amount of power that can be taken from the grid and the microgrid system will
ensure to respect this condition, performing a load shedding or using backup sources to supply the surplus
of load. Table 2 shows an arbitrary example of TOU tariffs used in this study and it is assumed that the
prices for buying and selling grid energy are the same at each period.
Table 2 – TOU grid energy tariffs
TOU energy tariffs (€/kWh)
Source

08:00-12:00

12:00-13:00

13:00-15:00

15:00-16:00

16:00-17:00

0.1

0.7

0.1

0.7

0.1

Main grid
TGS = TGI
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with TGS and TGI being the main grid exchanging imposed tariffs for supply and for injection
respectively.
The others energy sources tariffs were chosen arbitrarily but following the logic presented in ( 13
) and ( 14 ) for the grid-connected and isolated modes, respectively. This logic is designed to prioritize the
load supply and the usage of renewable sources; for those reasons, the cost for load shedding and PV
shedding are the highest ones.

TS  TGS  TPVS  TLS

( 13 )

TS  TMT  TPVS  TLS

( 14 )

with TS being an arbitrary storage fixed energy tariff, TPVS an arbitrary PV power fixed shedding tariff,
TLS an arbitrary load power fixed shedding tariff, and TMT being an arbitrary MT fixed production tariff.

Table 3 presents the numerical values of the fixed energy tariffs considered in this work.
Table 3 – Fixed energy tariffs
Fixed energy tariffs (€/kWh)

Storage TS

0.01

PV shed TPVS

1.2

Load shed TLS

1.5

MT TMT

1.1

Figure 21 shows an arbitrary example of the main grid RTP evolution during the day.

Figure 21: Main grid RTP evolution
The RTP assumes that the energy market will have a similar behavior to the stock market: with an
increasing demand the price is higher and with a low demand the price is lower. The RTP have the
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potential of performing peak shaving since allows the end user to adjust its consumption according with
the price. The bright side of this approach is that the end user can reduce the energy cost while the main
grid system operator can achieve a more efficient management of the power grid. The RTP curve used on
this work was created and it is not based on a real RTP curve. In a future work a better analyses of this
dynamic would be desirable.

II.5. Operational algorithm
The operational layer is responsible for ensure power balance in real-time as well as impose the
system’s limits [12]. At the beginning of each algorithm’s iteration the newest value of the optimal
control vector, received from the optimization algorithm, also the real measurements and the fixed
parameters are read. The power reference p* is calculated and then, based on the resulting power flow
and the newest control vector value, the tradeoff between storage and either main grid or MT usage is
defined to supply p* . In grid-connected mode, the power exchanged with the main grid, in a bidirectional
way, is also defined at this stage, while in isolated mode, the decision of MT starting is taken instead.
Considering this decision, the operational algorithm calculates the load power and PV power shedding, if
necessary, to keep the power balanced and ensure voltage stability. The conceptual operational algorithm
used during operation in isolated mode is presented in Figure 22. The conceptual operational algorithm
used during grid-connect operation is presented in Figure 23.
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Figure 22: Isolated operational algorithm.
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Figure 23: Grid-connected operational algorithm.

II.6. Conclusion
This chapter has addressed the introduction and description of the proposed microgrid concept,
detailing each element present on the microgrid as well as its supervisory control. This structure is able to
receive information from the smart grid system, communicate with the end user through a humanmachine interface, receive solar irradiation data from a third party company, such as Météo France, and
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receive the load prediction from the electric utility company. In addition, this chapter has introduced the
DC load profile, based on the real consumption of a tertiary building and adapted to fit the power level of
the implemented platform in our lab while keeping the same dynamic seen in the original data. This
chapter has introduced also the two tariffing systems considered during this work, the TOU tariffing
system and the RTP tariffing system. Finally, the operational algorithms responsible for the real time
power balance in both cases, isolated and grid-connected, are detailed.
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Chapter III. Power predictions
A couple of challenges still remain to achieve a reliable and efficient integration of PV energy,
being the greatest one to develop new tools and practices to handle with the variability and uncertainty of
the photovoltaic power nature. One of the most efficient and economical approaches to increase
photovoltaic energy penetration is by forecasting the expected power output and applying these forecasts
to operate the system, ensuring more efficiency and reliability. But despite the increasing accuracy of
weather forecasts, there is always an element of uncertainty in all predictions.
This chapter will introduce the PV power prediction and load power prediction. The PV power
prediction is divided in two subsections. First, the analytic model used to calculate the PV power is given.
It is based on the solar irradiation and air temperature, the solar irradiation data being received from the
third party, Météo France. Second, the solar irradiation estimation is analyzed and a short term prediction
applied to cope with the errors of the hourly sampled prediction received from Météo France is proposed.
Regarding the load power prediction, the description about the applied load power curve, detailing the
parameters of each individual appliance is depicted, considering the realistic profile of the load
represented by the electrical installation of a tertiary building. Finally, the load power prediction curve
used in this work is given.

III.1. Photovoltaic power prediction
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Considering the fact that for a “clear-sky” the PV panel output would be well estimated based on
a basic analytic model, the main difficulties lie on forecasting the real PV power given the influence of
clouds, aerosols (minute particles suspended in the atmosphere), and other atmospheric phenomena, as
well as the PV panel efficiency which is dependent also on the cell temperature. Since the PV cell
temperature has a significance influence on the PV panels’ efficiency this thesis proposes an analytical
model to perform the PV calculation based on the PV cell temperature as a function of the meteorological
conditions.
As described in [61], the AVENUES laboratory disposes of 16 PV panels on the top of the roof
with an inclination angle of 30° and south-oriented with two platinum resistance thermometers PT100
installed to measure the PV cell temperature and the ambience temperature as well as, an anemometer and
a pyrometer to recording wind speed and irradiation, respectively. The study to define the best PV power
formulation was performed considering three different solar irradiance conditions: clear day, cloudy day
and overcast day.


Clear day, i.e. few irregularities in the expected parabolic daily irradiance curve (<10% of
irradiance sinking under 400W/m², once this irradiance level is reached). It is expected
here to reach high cell temperature and few brutal variations.



Cloudy day, i.e. frequent passing clouds (between 10% and 80% of irradiance under
400W/m², once this irradiance level is reached). This type of weather aims to test the
equations robustness with brutal conditions variations.



Overcast day, i.e. constant grey sky (>80% of irradiance under 400W/m²). This class
helps to better understand the impact of the wind speed and the air temperature without
being blinded by the high influence of solar irradiations.

The data acquired under the defined conditions with the described equipment were then used to
study the photovoltaic power formulation. Ten equations found on the literature were reviewed in this
study, being firstly classified in two groups: a group where the wind speed is not considered in the
formulation and a second group where the wind speed it is indeed used in the formulation. For each
formulation, in each given forecast condition, the PV power was calculated and compared with the real
measured power output, this comparison were made considering the root means square error (RMSE) and
the mean absolute error (MAE). The MAE has the particularity to be a linear estimator, unlike the RMSE
estimator, which is quadratic. The MAE points the error on the entire day, excluding the wind turbulence
amplitude. However, RMSE estimator points the impact of the consideration of the wind speed, causing
turbulences, by giving more weight to values far from the reference value.
The RMSE estimator was expected to distinctively separate the equations considering wind speed
and the equations not considering it by showing a notorious variation in the error, what have not
happened. The fact that the RMSE does not highlight any significant variation in the accuracy among all
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tested equations, is that the error given the wind speed influence is not significant compared to the error
between the calculated PV cell temperatures and the reference cell temperature. Gave this information
and the fact that no equation have performed the best for all forecast conditions tested some consideration
can be done.
First, the increasing in complexity with the number of parameters has not reflected in the
augmentation of the accuracy of the calculation. Second, with the increasing number of parameters comes
a more complex and sensible tuning process to the usage of those equations. Finally, it is important to
highlight that this formulation is not going to be used in a static process neither to only estimate the
instant PV power output, this formulation is also applied as part of the PV prediction and therefore, the
errors related with the forecast prediction would be more severe to those equations with more parameters
to be predicted. The conclusion retained from this evaluation is that, given the low error variation among
all tested formulations and the problems tied with tuning and predicting the parameters of a more
complex formulation, it was decided to apply one of the basics and most used formulations present in the
literature that include the usage of the PV cell temperature.

III.1.1. Photovoltaic power formulation
The selected approach to calculate the PV power curve at the maximum power point, pPV _ MPPT , is
defined as follows

pPV _ MPPT  PcellPV _ STC 

g
1   CELL  25  N PV
1000 

( 15 )

with the solar irradiation g , the STC cell maximum power PcellPV _ STC , temperature coefficient  of PV
power, the PV cell temperature CELL , and the number of photovoltaic panels N PV . This method is known
as Osterwald’s method, described in [62]. The PV cell temperature CELL is estimated based on a simple
and widely used approach described as follows

CELL   AIR  g 

NOCT   AIR _ TEST
GTEST

( 16 )

where the NOCT is the PV cell temperatures attained with free air circulation under STC and equal to
48o C , the instant air temperature is  AIR , the fixed air temperature for test is

 AIR _ TEST and equal to 20o C ,

and the fixed solar irradiation for test is GTEST and defined as 800W/m 2 . The values estipulate for each
variable defined before are given by the manufacturer through the datasheet of the PV panel. The usage of
this specific formulation to approximate the PV cell temperature was made considering the conclusions
presented in [61].
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III.1.2. Solar irradiation estimation analyze
Since the solar irradiation is the key factor in the estimation of the output PV power, it is
reasonable to say that a good PV power output prediction relies on a good solar irradiance prediction.
Given this statement and the previous analyses about the influence of the solar irradiation and cell
temperature in the accuracy of the PV power estimation, a short-term prediction is proposed aiming to
increase the accuracy by reducing the gap between the hourly forecast data received from a third party, in
our case from Météo France, and the real measurements performed onsite.
Several methods used for the solar irradiation estimation are based on the “Time Series prediction
with statistical learning” methods, which have performed the best on the shortest look-ahead time frames.
Historical records of solar irradiation on site are used to train these prediction methods, while the
observation of the solar irradiation is used with a time series statistical learning methods to forecast a
short-term horizon [63].
A second approach to estimate the cloud influence would be to use “sky imagers” methods, using
digital cameras that produce high-quality images of the sky are used to detect and estimates cloud
motions; following the same basic principle of the “sky imagers” the “satellite imaging” can analyze a
greater area around the desired position, providing a better approximation to a long-term prediction
horizon. Nevertheless, in this case, the financial investment is quite high, so it can be realistic only for
large scale power microgrids.
Recently the “Ensemble forecasting” method has being applied to deal with the uncertainty
inherent to PV power forecasting, particularly during morning and evening ramps, cloud cover and fog.
An “ensemble” consist of a collection of different forecast methods working together to reach a better
result, over time, than each method by itself [63].
Another key point is the performance of PV forecasting and how to measure its efficiency. At
first, any forecast performance metric should be tied to the end user application’s sensitivity to forecast
error. Forecast performance is influenced by many factors, such as prediction horizon window, analytical
model, and weather phenomena [63].
The forecast performance is highly influenced by atmospheric phenomena. Cloud cover influence
is one of the predominant factors for PV forecasting. Other phenomena that can have a similar effect on
the forecast performance are snow, fog and dust. Given the presented summary about the PV forecast
approaches and performance, in the following sections the methods applied on this work are presented.
Being the microgrid system a small scale solution, afford by the end user, the increase in price to
have a better computational time performance, to keep a considerable historical data, to add new sensors
such as cameras, to hire an expensive service such as buying satellite images, may preclude the
implementation of a small scale power microgrid system. Given those limitations, the proposed approach
is to download the hourly prediction for the day from the weather national service, e.g. Météo France
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center, and then to propose a 5 minutes forecast window based only on the method of time series. In the
following sections the used methods concerning the time series are described.

III.1.2.1. Estimation of moving average parameter
It is assumed that the suitable model to describe the observations z1 , z2 , ... , zn is locally
composed of its level plus a random noise, described as follows:
zt  t  at t  1,2, ... , n

( 17 )

where t is the unknown parameter that can slowly vary over time and at is a random noise. The moving
average is a method where the oldest element used to calculate the average is replaced by the newest one.
The calculation of the moving average for the given time series case can be calculated as follows
_

zt 

zt  zt 1  zt 2  ...  zt r 1
r
_

_

z t  z t 1 

zt  zt  r
r

( 18 )
( 19 )

being zt the mean value at the instant t and r the number of elements of the time series considered in
the calculation of the mean. The prediction for future values of the time series, based on the moving
average approach [64], is described below:
^

_

( 20 )

z t ( h)  z
^

^

z t (h)  z t 1 (h  1) 

zt  zt r
r

h  1, 2,3,..., l

( 21 )

^

where l is the number of samples ahead to be predicted and z t (h) the prediction made at the instant t to
the series at h steps ahead. The advantages of using the moving average as a predictor are: simple to
apply and calculate, reducing the computational cost; useful even when the number of samples is small;
great flexibility given the variation of r accordingly with the pattern of the series. The downsides of this
method are: its precision is highly compromised if the series is not stationary; the error proportionally
increases with the horizon of prediction l ; there is a necessity of keeping at least r  1 observations and
choosing the properly value of r it is not evident [65].
Figure 24 present the algorithm’s behavior. Considering the number of elements to be used in the
^

_

calculation of the mean r equal to 4, the first estimated value z1 will be equal the resulting average z of
the last four measured values of the time series z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 . In the next iteration of the algorithm, the
^

second estimated value z2 is calculated using the last 3 measured values z1 , z2 , z3 and the first estimated
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^

value z1 in the calculation of the average. This process will happen until the last prediction of the horizon
^

window zl is estimated.
_

z
zn

z6

z5

z4

z3

z2

z1

^

^

^

z1

z2

zl

_

z

Figure 24: Moving average scheme.

III.1.2.2. Simple exponential smoothing estimation
Whereas in the moving average approach the past observations are weighted equally, the
exponential smoothing decreases the past observation weight over time, given more importance to the
newest data. The simple exponential smoothing is formulated as follows:
_

_

z t    zt  1     z t 1

( 22 )

_

with z t being the mean value at the instant t and  being the smoothing factor and defined between
[0,1]. By direct substitution of (30) back into itself, the equation can be rewritten as follows:
_

z t    zt   (1   )  zt 1   (1   )2  zt  2  ...   (1   )r  zt  r

( 23 )

The prediction of the time series based on the simple exponential smoothing is described below
^

_

z t ( h)  z t

h  1, 2,3,..., l

^

^

z t (h)    z t    1     z t 1   h  1

( 24 )
( 25 )

Comparing with the moving average approach, the exponential smoothing method consider all
past data whereas the moving average only takes into account the past r observations but considering the
computational cost, the exponential smoothing only need the most recent forecast value to be kept and the
moving average needs to keep all r points in the memory [66].

III.1.2.3. Double exponential smoothing estimation
The efficiency of the simple exponential smoothing is compromises in the presence of a trend in
the time series and aiming to cope with this. The basic idea is to introduce a new term to the simple
exponential smoothing equation to take into account the possibility of the series exhibiting a trend. This
formulation is presented below [64].
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_
^
_

z t    zt  1      z t 1  bt 1 



( 26 )

^
^
_ _ 
bt     z t  z t 1   1     bt 1



( 27 )

^

where b t is the estimated value of the trend at the instant t ,  is the smoothing factor, and  is the
trend smoothing factor, both defined between [0,1].
All three methods can fit on the time series prediction with statistical learning category; this
choice was made since this group has shown the best approximation in short-term predictions and those
methods are based on measurements already present on the proposed microgrid approach, such as PV
power and temperature measurement. However, the most efficient methods remain the artificial neural
networks, support vector machines, Markov chains, and composite methods such as using a genetic
algorithm to optimize the neural network. Nevertheless, these methods are highly dependent on historical
record and most of them have a high computational cost [63].

III.2. Load power prediction
This section describes the predicted realistic profile of the load represented by the electrical
installation of a tertiary building, which is taken into account in this study. The real load power profile
and the predicted load power profile are presented in Figure 25 where p L _ PRE is the prevision of the load
power demand for this giving day. The real load profile p L _ DEM , match the realistic load profile
introduced in II.1.5.

Figure 25: Applied load power profiles.
These profiles are based on the historical data of the building Pierre Guillaumat 2 from the
research center of the Université de Technologie de Compiègne, France. The load power profile considers
the load demand from 8:00 to 17:00, defined as a journey of 9 hours during office work time. After this
time, from 17:00 until 8:00 in the next morning, the main grid is assumed to supply the minimum energy
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consumption. The global load consumption profiles of the building, demanded and predicted, presented in
Figure 25, is based on the usage of each independent appliance presented in Table 1.
The proposed architecture ensures critical load supply and voltage stabilization through the real
time operation of the operational algorithm allowing the load shedding optimization approach to be
applied without compromising the robustness of the system. The results obtained by simulation prove that
the DC microgrid is able to supply the building power network by applying the load shedding
optimization program to overcome the renewable energy intermittency.

III.3. Conclusion
This chapter firstly describes and justifies the method adopted to calculate the PV power, based
on the comparison with multiple formulations under three forecast conditions. These comparisons allows
to understand the similarities between all formulations and since there were not a significant variation
between the results, the formulation based on solar irradiance, temperature and some parameters defined
by the manufacturer under standard test conditions seems to be the best choice, since it reduces the
problem of adding new a prediction to the wind speed and it is easier to tuning compared with a more
complex formulation.
The other sections described the proposed method to perform a short term prediction. These
predictions are idealized to reduce the forecast error from the hourly sampled data from Météo France by
performing a short term prediction based on the onsite real time measurements. The moving average
approach is based on the idea of a strong correlation between the past and future data but since the solar
irradiation have a fast dynamic, given the influence of clouds, other two methods were proposed to add
more importance to the newest over the oldest data available, the simple exponential method, and to add
the trend factor, double exponential method.
At the final section, the problem of how the load power estimation is acquired from the main grid
system operator and its importance to the optimization process is addressed.
These power predictions formulation and calculation methods are used in following chapters in
both off-grid and on grid operating mode of the DC microgrid system.
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Chapter IV. Energy management and optimization
Global estimations about the worldwide energy potential indicate that all power demand could be
satisfied using renewable energy sources [67]. On the other hand, the available technology presents DG
installations and microgrid systems as available options in real world applications [68, 69]. Moreover, the
social benefits of the DG approach, presented through the leveled cost of energy, shows that DG
generation social benefits compensate any cost disadvantages [70].
In this section, the energy management strategies for the proposed DC microgrid are presented.
The energy management is performed in the economic dispatch layer of the supervisory framework
structure presented in Figure 18, being responsible for taking into account all information exchanged with
the smart grid and the end user as well as, all predictions to optimize the energy usage during the day. The
goals are to keep the common DC bus voltage stable as well as to reduce the energy cost for the end
users, and ultimately to reduce the payback time of the investment by reducing the energy cost to the end
user in an attempt to make the investment more attractive for the end user.
The optimization problem formulation for the isolated mode and grid-connected mode are
described in details. Three possible solvers considering a linear program approach, MILP, an evolutionary
approach, differential evolution, and a ruled based approach are studied in this thesis and then and
compared to define the best solver to be used during operation. The output of the optimization process is
the distribution coefficient kD as control variable responsible for the communication with the operational
algorithm, ensuring the optimal operation of the system.
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The proposed energy management strategies that control how and when the optimization shall be
performed are presented. The first strategy is the day-ahead where the optimization is performed just once
before the day operation. The second strategy is an improvement of the first one, where at the arrival of a
newest dataset from Météo France a new optimization is performed. The third and fourth cases are based
on the idea of using the newest data from Météo France and adding more runs of the optimization
algorithm between each forecast actualization. The system actualization method use the data acquired
from the system, notoriously the real state of the charge, to actualize the optimization parameters and reperform the optimization every five minutes.

IV.1. Optimized power flow
The energy management aims to decrease the energy cost while ensuring voltage stabilization by
optimally allocating energy resources in a power distribution system. Two main approaches are proposed
to optimize the DC microgrid system behavior. A centralized optimization is done when all information
available is concentrated in a single point to be calculated and then redistributed to all equipment. The
decentralized approach is based on coordination strategies and it is done with partial information, using a
lower capacity distributed computational approach [57]. Regarding the problem formulation, most of the
costs considered during microgrid optimization are focused on operational and/or environmental [71].
Fixed costs are used as a penalty cost to ensure a certain hierarchy and to ensure the most use of
renewable energy, this strategy is also presented in [72]. This section proposes two problem formulations,
based on the microgrid mode of operation, being one the problem formulation for the isolated mode and
the second the problem formulation for the grid-connected mode. Both formulations are designed
considering a centralized approach.

IV.1.1. Isolated DC microgrid problem formulation
The DC microgrid operating in isolated mode uses as supplementary back-up source a micro
turbine MT instead the main grid connection. The goal is to supply the load respecting the multi-source
rated power capacity and the power balance at a minimum energy cost while minimizing the usage of the
micro turbine. The detailed power flow of the isolated DC microgrid can be seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Isolated DC microgrid power flow.
The proposed problem formulation is based on the operation characteristics and constraints
presented on ( 1 ), ( 2 ), ( 3 ), ( 5 ), ( 7 ), ( 8 ), ( 10 ), and ( 11 ). Note that the equation ( 6 ) is not
considered because during isolated operation the connection with the main grid is inexistent.
The problem formulation has to take into account the instantaneous power balancing given by (
28 ), as well as the minimization of the total energy cost given by ( 29 ).

pPV (t )  pMT (t )  pS _ D (t )  pS _ C (t )  pL (t )

( 28 )

CTOTAL  CMT  CPVS  CLS  CS

( 29 )

with CTOTAL being the total energy cost, CMT being the MT energy cost, given by ( 30 ), CPVS being the
PV shedding energy cost presented in ( 31 ), CLS being the load shedding energy cost following ( 32 ),
and C S being the storage energy cost, given by ( 33 ).
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( 33 )

Note that the tariffs are chosen in order to impose a logic costly order, where the tariff imposed to
use the MT is greater, but not so different, than all shedding tariffs but significantly higher than the
storage tariff. Thus, these arbitrary energy tariffs are chosen in order to respect the energy management
logic as already given in ( 14 ).
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Considering a continuous operation of the system, represented by a time t defined in ( 34 ) the
energy cost reduction over time is provided by an optimization algorithm aiming to reduce the total
energy cost of the day by calculating the individual energy cost of each source and load of the system.

ti  t0 , t0  t , t0  2t ,..., tF 

( 34 )

with the time interval between two samples defined as t .
During the operation of the isolated DC microgrid, it is assumed that the load shedding is not
allowed when there is enough power supply, and the PV power limitation is not permitted when it is
possible to consume all the production. In addition, the soc value in the end of the operation period, may
be set to be equal or greater than a desired final value SOCF . The whole optimal power self-scheduling
problem is formulated as follows.
Minimize CTOTAL  CS  CMT  CPVS  CLS
with respect to:
 pPV (ti )  pMT (ti )  pS _ D (ti )  pS _ C (ti )  pL (ti )

 pS (ti )  pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti )
 p (t )  m(t )  P
i
MT _ P with m  0,1
 MT i
 pPV (ti )  pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pPV _ S (ti )

 pL (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti )  pL _ S (ti )

 pL _ S (ti )  0

if pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti ) then  p (t )  0
 S i


(t )  0
p
if pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti ) then  PV _ S i

 pS (ti )  0

 SOCMIN  soc (ti )  SOCMAX
tF

1
 soc (ti )  SOC0 
 pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti )  t

3600  vS  CREF ti t0


 soc  t F   SOCF

 pPV (ti )  0
 pL (ti )  0

 k L _ CRIT  k L (ti )  1

 k L (ti )  pL (ti )

pL _ DEM (ti )

0  pPV _ S (ti )  pPV _ MPPT (ti )
0  p (t )  p
L_S i
L _ DEM (t )

0  pMT (ti )  PMT _ P

 pMT (ti )  pMT (ti 1 ) if rem(ti dtMT )  0

  PS _ MAX  pS (ti )  PS _ MAX
t  t , t  t , t  2t ,..., t 
F
0 0
0
i
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( 35 )

IV.1.2. Grid-connected DC microgrid problem formulation
On grid-connected mode the DC microgrid has a PCC with the main grid and being capable of
ensure load supply, respecting the main grid limits imposed to the system through smart grid messages.
The microgrid is assumed to have the capacity to exchange power with the main grid in a bidirectional
way, buying and selling energy to the grid [73]. The detailed grid-connected microgrid power flow can be
seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Grid-connected microgrid power flow.
The power flow presented in Figure 27 shows two fully controllable sources, storage system and
grid connection, as well as other two partially controllable components, PV panel and load. The fully
controllable sources are used to ensure stability into the bus, given its capacity of inject and remove
energy from the bus accordingly with the chosen power flow direction.
The proposed problem formulation is based on the operation characteristics and constraints
presented on ( 1 ), ( 2 ), ( 3 ), ( 5 ), ( 6 ), ( 8 ), ( 10 ) and ( 11 ). Note that, different from the isolated mode,
in this case the equation ( 7 ) is not considered because during grid-connected operation the MT is not
used as a backup source. The DC bus voltage stability is then ensured by the power balance restriction
presented in ( 36 ).

pPV _ MPPT (t )  pG _ S (t )  pS _ D (t )  pL _ S (t )  pL _ DEM (t )  pG _ I (t )  pS _ C (t )  pPV _ S (t )

( 36 )

Based on ( 36 ), a power reference p* , necessary to keep the power balance is calculated as
already presented in ( 11 ), this reference power will be then exchanged with the two fully controllable
sources, storage and the main grid, given the rate defined in ( 12 ).
This power reference represents the amount of power to be supplied/absorbed to ensure the power
balance of the system and since storage and main grid can be used to attend this necessity, an optimized
approach was proposed to define this trade-off considering a desired global cost minimization.
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The PV energy cost is calculated based on the amount of shed PV power, as in ( 31 ). The energy cost of
the storage and grid connection are function of the power flow in both senses. The storage cost is
described in ( 33 ), and total grid energy costs CG is presented in ( 37 ).
tF

CG   TGS  ti   t  pG _ S  ti   TGI  ti   t  pG _ I  ti  
ti  t 0

( 37 )

The CG may be a negative cost given the fact that when the energy is injected into the grid,
therefore sold, the overall cost decreases since the end user is reducing costs or earning money. The RTP
system is represented here in a simplified manner as the price variation given for five different periods of
the day.
Given the fact that the calculation of the energy cost to supply the load was indirect contemplated
by the equations ( 33 ) and ( 37 ), the load energy cost became then a function of the load shed during the
day, as shown in ( 32 ),the total cost to be minimized by the optimization algorithm is described in ( 38 ).
CTOTAL  CS  CG  CPVS  CLS

The whole optimal power self-scheduling problem is formulated as follows
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( 38 )

Minimize CTOTAL  CS  CG  CPVS  CLS
with respect to:
 pPV (ti )  pG _ S (ti )  pS _ D (ti )  pL (ti )  pG _ I (ti )  pS _ C (ti )

 pS (ti )  pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti )
 p (t )  p (t )  p (t )
G_I i
G_S i
 G i
 pPV (ti )  pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pPV _ S (ti )

 pL (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti )  pL _ S (ti )

 pL _ S (ti )  0


if p
PV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti ) then  pG (ti )  0

 p (t )  0

 S i

 pPV _ S (ti )  0



if pPV _ MPPT (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti ) then  pG (ti )  0
 p (t )  0

 S i

 SOCMIN  soc(ti )  SOCMAX

tF

1
soc
t

SOC

(
)
  pS _ C (ti )  pS _ D (ti )  t
i
0

3600  vS  CREF ti t0

 pPV (ti )  0

 pL (ti )  0
k
 k L (ti )  1
 L _ CRIT

pL (ti )
k L (t ) 
pL _ DEM (ti )

0  p
PV _ S (ti )  pPV _ MPPT (ti )

0  pL _ S (ti )  pL _ DEM (ti )

 PS _ MAX  pS (ti )  PS _ MAX

 PG _ S _ MAX  pG (ti )  PG _ I _ MAX
t  t , t  t , t  2t ,..., t 
0 0
0
F
i

( 39 )

IV.2. Optimization algorithm
The proposed methods to be compared are the MILP, an analytical method, the differential
evolution, an artificial intelligence method, and a rule based algorithm, one recursive method based only
in some predefined rules to take the best course of action. The following algorithms were selected given
the different nature of each approach. The rule based algorithm it is an instantaneous optimization, based
on a group of rules, which takes the best course of action at a given moment without considering the rest
of the day. The differential evolution is a metaheuristic, therefore, it is able to work with non-linear
constraints and able to optimize regarding the whole day operation. The MILP is also able to optimize the
whole day but is restricted to a linear formulation of the problem, what have proven not to be a big issue
to this work.
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This section will describe the work presented in [74], aiming to define the most suitable
optimization algorithm to be used with the proposed microgrid architecture and energy management
strategies. Two different approaches, differential evolution and MILP, are presented to solve the optimal
self-scheduling problem and ensure a minimum energy cost to the end user given a day-ahead prediction
horizon; then, these methods are compared with the rule based method, which is a real-time optimization.
The proposed problem formulation describes the problem only with linear constraints and as a convex
function. The MILP, being more direct than an artificial intelligence approach and more reliable than a
rule based approach has proved to have the best trade-off between time and cost among the proposed
algorithms.

IV.2.1. Rule based algorithm
The rule based algorithm does not perform an optimization to find the more suitable solution to
the problem. It considers some a priori rules and correlations to choose the best course of action and
estimate the parameters values.
The proposed rule based algorithm for the off-grid operation mode is presented in Figure 28. In
this algorithm, the received information from the smart grid system as well as the forecast data received
from a third party enterprise allow a comparison between the predicted load power p L _ PRE and the
predicted PV power pPV _ PRE . For pPV _ PRE  pL _ PRE , the algorithm test the soc value; if soc  SOCMIN ,
power from the MT is required to supply the load. Once the MT has been initialized, it will be kept on for
at least one duty cycle. For pPV _ PRE  pL _ PRE , the load is supplied by PV power and the excess energy is
stored, if it is possible. The part of PV power that must be lost pPV _ S and the part of load power that must
be lost pL _ S are calculated so as to ensure the power balance of the system. In order to simplify the
flowchart given in Figure 28, the requirement related to the final soc value, at the end of the day, is not
represented. Indeed, the algorithm is supposed to calculate this value only during the iterations of the last
hour of the operation duration. If soc  SOCF then the storage is charged by the MT if need it.
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Figure 28: Flowchart of ruled based algorithm – Isolated mode.
The proposed rule based algorithm for the on-grid operation mode is presented in Figure 29. The
basic idea behind tis grid-connected approach is the same as the one aforementioned in the isolated mode.
The distinct characteristic of this grid-connected approach is that now, giving the bidirectional power
flow exchanged between the microgrid system and the main grid, to perform the PV shed not only the
storage system must be at its upper limit but also the maximum power allowed to be send to the main grid
must have been reached. Meaning that, in grid-connected mode, the probability of performing PV
shedding is reduced, the usage of the renewable sources is more efficient and therefore, the global cost
decrease when there is a possibility of selling the energy surplus. Although, it is important to highlight
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that this algorithm also respect the storage priority mode. Meaning that, the energy will be send towards
the main grid just when the storage system is already at its upper limit.

Figure 29: Flowchart of ruled based algorithm – Grid-connected mode.

IV.2.2. Differential evolution
Proposed by Price and Storn [75], designed to be a versatile, reliable and efficient meta-heuristic,
with a low computational cost, able to deal with nonlinear functions and based on a “greedy” approach
[76]. This “greedy” approach always considers the best member of the population to generate the next
population members, aiming to reach a global optimum. The differential evolution algorithm is used to
solve global optimization problems over continuous space. The differential evolution has been applied in
real world problems [77, 78], as an option to solve the microgrid’s management optimization problems
considering the emission, generation and maintenance costs [76] and also appears as part of hybrids
algorithms to optimizes the energy cost and emission [79].
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Among the differential evolution algorithm’s advantages we can highlight the capability to work
with nonlinear functions, not differentiable functions and multimodal functions. The differential evolution
algorithm has a good ability of convergence and does not have too much parameters [75] being relatively
simple to well parameterize. On other hand, as all the other metaheuristics, the differential evolution
algorithm does not have guarantees of convergence or to reach the optimal results and, compared with
more direct approaches such as the MILP, tend to be slower. This approach was selected to be tested to
validate its application in case of a changing in the problem formulation that add a non-linearity to the
model, such as the economic dispatch of heat and electricity in small thermoelectric power plant running
on gas, as the one presented in the Japanese microgrid described in [80].
The differential evolution algorithm uses to each generation G , NP vectors of possible solutions
being X one member of those possible solutions as given by ( 40 ).
X i ,G , i  1, 2,..., NP

( 40 )

The population vector X i ,G is chosen randomly and should cover the whole search space, to
ensure that a uniform probability distribution is applied. As seen in Figure 30, the function gradient is
approximated by the difference between two members of the population vector, X R 2,G and X R 3,G . This
difference is weighted given the coefficient F and then added to a third vector of the population, X R1,G .
The vector v resulting of this weighted addition is called mutant vector and tends to be more close to the
minimum of the function since the approximation of the gradient points towards this minimum.
One measurement for this algorithms evolution is based on the fact that as close from the
minimum we are, the smaller this difference will be. The other main idea behind the differential evolution
algorithm is the already well-known operator of crossover, when the target vector is mixed with the
mutated vector. Moreover, the best member of each generation will be present in the next one, which
improves performance and allows the progress of the algorithm to be tracked. This optimization method
is similar to the step size control found in standard evolution strategies.

Figure 30: Two dimensional example of mutant vectors creation.
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The crossover is responsible for increase diversity and it has a small probability of slightly change
the members of the population. The process of crossover is exemplified in Figure 31, with the crossover
constant CR  0,1 and randb being a uniform probability distribution.

Figure 31: Example of crossover

IV.2.3. Mixed integer linear programming
MILP is one of the most popular algorithms to solve the energy optimization problem [2, 3, 11,
12]. It has been developed for more than fifty years [81]. Even if MILP are commonly more difficult to
solve than linear programs, due to integer variables, the problem can be solved very efficiently by solver.
The general formulation of MILP is given in ( 41 ):

 x(intcon) are integer

A x  b

min f T ( x) subject to 
Aeq  x  beq


lb  x  ub

( 41 )

with f the objective function, x the decision variable, intcon the x identification number, A the linear
inequality constraint matrix, b the linear inequality constraint vector, Aeq the linear equality constraint
matrix, beq the linear equality constraint vector, lb the set of lower bounds for decision variable, ub the
set of upper bound for decision variable. The detailed application of MILP in DC microgrid can be seen
in [1, 12], and [48]. A detailed resolution by MILP of an optimum power flow can be found in [5].

IV.2.4. Simulations results and comparisons
Simulations tests were carried out in order to be able to validate the optimization formulation
problem and then, to compare the proposed methods. The results and the comparison analyze are
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presented in both operating modes, isolated DC microgrid and grid connected DC microgrid, as well as
for three different weather conditions.

IV.2.4.1. Simulations results and comparisons for isolated DC microgrid
The isolated DC microgrid parameters used for the optimal self-scheduling of the power flow are
presented in Table 4. The soc upper and lower limits are implemented to avoid reducing the battery life,
an effect associated with deep discharge or continuous overcharging of the battery [82]. As long as the
present work intends to be applied to an experimental platform and considering that the storage capacity
on this platform is sufficiently large to supply the loads, in this paper SOCMAX and SOCMIN limits are
chosen in order to be able to illustrate and thus to demonstrate some features of the system considering
the storage behavior, such as maximum limit reached while ensuring continuous operation of the system.
Table 4 – Parameters
Parameters
PS _ MAX

Values
1300W

PL _ MAX

1700W

PMT _ P

1500W

dtMT

1200s

SOCMIN

45%

SOCMAX
SOC0  SOCF

Parameters

Values

PPV _ STC

2000W

CREF

130Ah

v*

400V

dtMT

1200s

55%
50%

The used energy tariffs are the same given in Table 2.
The presented tests are based on solar irradiation forecast and air temperature forecast received
for three different weather conditions, i.e. August 1st, August 9th, and September 6th 2013.
Figure 32 and Figure 33 show the evolutions of the solar irradiation forecast and air temperature
forecast received for August 1st 2013.
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Figure 32: Solar irradiation forecast for August 1st 2013.
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Figure 33: Temperature forecast for August 1st 2013.
Concerning the load, for the simulations tests it represents an ideal and arbitrary DC building
consumption instead the realistic profile given in Figure 20. This was necessary since the implementation
of the proposed optimization algorithms were studied and validated before the design of the load profile
based on the real consumption of the tertiary building, presented in Figure 20 and in Figure 25 (prediction
comprising). Figure 34 presents the chosen profile for the simplified DC load power and its prediction
which is based on the first one with some slight differences.
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Figure 34: Simplified DC load profile.
Based on the solar irradiation and air temperature forecast for August 1st 2013, presented in
Figure 32 and Figure 33, respectively, the predictions of the PV power for the MPPT mode p L _ PRE is
calculated simply proportionally to the irradiation curve as presented in ( 42 ).
pPV _ MPPT 

N PV  PcellPV _ STC
GTEST

( 42 )

One notes that in this subsection some simplifications are proposed: concerning the load, a simple
and ideal load power profile is used; regarding the PV power, the predictions of the PV power for the
MPPT mode are calculated based on the solar irradiation proportionality. It is considered that these
simplifications do not alter the result of the comparison.
Hence, the results using the rule based algorithm are shown in Figure 35. The results obtained by
the differential evolution meta-heuristic are presented in Figure 36. The optimal power flow results
obtained by MILP algorithm are shown in Figure 37. In all three cases pPV _ PRE and p L _ PRE are presented
together with the optimal self-scheduling power flow result.
The used notations are: pS _ OPT for optimized storage power, pMT _ OPT for optimized MT power, p PV _ OPT
for optimized PV power as the difference between the available power pPV _ PRE and the PV shed power

pPV _ S , and pL _ OPT for optimized load power as the difference between the predicted load power pL _ OPT
and the load shed power pL _ S .
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(a)

(b)
Figure 35: Isolated DC microgrid mode ‒ Rule based algorithm August 1st: power flow (a); soc(t)
and MT use (b).

(a)
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(b)
Figure 36: Isolated DC microgrid mode ‒ Differential evolution results August 1st, power flow
(a); soc(t) and MT use (b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 37: Isolated DC microgrid mode‒ MILP results August 1st, power flow (a), soc and MT
use (b).
Figure 37(a), Figure 36(a) and Figure 35(a) show that during the first hour all of three algorithms
have the same behavior, using the storage to supply the load for which PV power was insufficient. This
behavior was expected since one of the main goals of the optimization is to reduce the energy cost, and
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using the storage is the cheapest way to supply the load when PV production is insufficient. Then, in the
most part of the day, the PV sources are able to satisfy the end user’s power demand and to charge the
storage.
Shortly after noon, Figure 37(b), Figure 36(b) and Figure 35(b) show that the soc reaches the
maximum level imposed to the algorithms and the system starts to limit the PV power. After 18:00, the
demand is greater than the power production and the system starts to use the storage again. But, since
there is a minimum value imposed as SOCF , in the end of operation the algorithms introduce the MT to
reach this value. During this last hour, the results related to the MT usage are slightly different for each
algorithm, but even if the MT was used in different periods of time, the number of duty cycles are the
same in all three cases, therefore the total energy cost are almost the same.
Another difference between those approaches can be seen. Following the Figure 36(b) and Figure
35(b), related to differential evolution and rule based algorithm approaches respectively, the soc is
slightly more than for MILP in Figure 37(b), due to the fact that those methods uses the past soc value
during the iterations. But this difference is insignificant since the operation of the system itself has made
used of this energy to supply the load without the necessity of charging the storage after that, one of the
reasons why the time to use the MT changes.
To better explore the behavior of these methods under different weather conditions, two others
days are proposed in this study. For August 9th and September 6th 2013, the results using the rule based
algorithm are shown in Figure 38. The results of the differential evolution meta-heuristic are presented in
Figure 39 and the MILP results are presented in Figure 40(a) and Figure 40(b) respectively.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 38: Isolated DC microgrid mode ‒ Rule based algorithm power flow results: August 9th (a);
September 6th (b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 39: Isolated DC microgrid mode ‒ Differential evolution power flow results: August 9th (a);
September 6th (b).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 40: Isolated DC microgrid mode ‒ MILP power flow results: August 9th (a); September 6th (b).
The results presented in Figure 38, Figure 39 and Figure 40 are presented to highlight the
capability of all proposed solvers to work with different PV profiles and respecting different dynamics.
The evolution of the state of charge and the micro turbine usage are not presented because it follows the
same behavior analyzed based on Figure 35, Figure 36 and Figure 37.
The total energy costs obtained during these simulations are presented in Table 5, calculated
based on the tariffing system introduced in II.4, and the computational costs are presented in Table 6. The
MILP algorithm had the best cost between all three and the rule based algorithm had the lowest
computational cost. The rule based algorithm is faster than optimization algorithms but there are some
limitation, such as, the complexity of the algorithm’s rules that depends on the number of variables and
their correlations and also, sometimes, this complexity makes solving the problem unfeasible, for
example, in the solution of economic dispatch problems. The differential evolution algorithm cannot be
the fastest or the most accurate, but those results validate the use of differential evolution algorithm as a
good approximation and an option to be considered in future works with a nonlinear model of the system.
As the complexity of the curve increases, it is possible to notice that the rule based algorithm starts losing
quality in response given the limitations in the applications of rules to manage the system. The same may
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occur with the differential evolution algorithm; to prevent further increase the processing time the
response quality is compromised.
Table 5 – Energy total costs
Energy Total Cost (€)
Scheduling Method
August 1st 2013

August 9th 2013

September 6th 2013

MILP

2.9876

5.9524

Differential evolution

3.1380

6.4999

10.7509

Rule based algorithm

2.9985

6.1291

10.3639

8.7645

Table 6 – Computational costs
Computational Cost (minutes)
Scheduling Method
August 1st 2013

August 9th 2013

September 6th 2013

MILP

0.4498

0.5067

Differential evolution

10.1104

10.48

10.43

Rule based algorithm

0.1706

0.1596

0.1588

0.4739

Given the comparison presented before, the MILP has the best tradeoff between computational
duration and accuracy, performing the optimization in less than a half minute. The differential evolution
that depends on calculating many generations to reach the result performed the optimization in about ten
minutes. The rule based algorithm was arguably the fastest, but with increase complexity of the PV power
predicted curve, the efficiency of this rule based algorithm has dropped considerably. The proposed
analyses about the influence of different solvers to the microgrid behavior, detailed on this section, were
also addressed on [74, 83].
IV.2.4.2. Simulations results and comparisons for grid-connected DC microgrid
To corroborate the validity of the analyses made for the isolated mode, the three optimization
solvers were applied for the grid-connected mode considering the data set from August 1st 2013. For these
simulation tests the realistic load power prediction profile given in Figure 25 is used.
The grid-connected DC microgrid parameters used for the optimal self-scheduling of the power
flow are presented in Table 7. As long as the present work intends to be applied to an experimental
platform and considering that the storage capacity on this platform is sufficiently large to supply the
loads, in this paper SOCMAX and SOCMIN limits are chosen in order to be able to illustrate and thus to
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demonstrate some features of the system considering the storage behavior, such as maximum limit
reached while ensuring continuous operation of the system.
Table 7 – Parameters
Parameters
PS _ MAX

Values
1300W

PL _ MAX

1700W

PMT _ P

1500W

dtMT

1200s

SOCMIN

45%

SOCMAX

55%

SOC0  SOCF

50%

Parameters

Values

PPV _ STC

2000W

CREF

130Ah

v*

400V

PG _ S _ MAX

1000W

PG _ I _ MAX

1000W

The used energy tariffs are the same given in Table 2 and Table 3.
The results using the rule based algorithm are shown in Figure 41. The results obtained by the
differential evolution meta-heuristic are presented in Figure 42. The optimal power flow results obtained
by MILP algorithm are shown in Figure 43. The total energy costs obtained during these simulations are
presented in Table 8, calculated based on the tariffing system introduced in II.4.
Comparing the PV curve seen in Figure 41, used during the grid-connected validation, and the
curve presented in Figure 35, used during the isolated mode tests, it is possible to notice that they are
slightly different. This is due the fact that in the isolated mode the PV power curve calculation is
simplified as a proportional function of the irradiation and to the grid-connected mode the PV power
calculation is based on the eq. ( 15 ).

(a)
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(b)
Figure 41: Grid-connected DC microgrid ‒ Rule based algorithm August 1st: power flow (a); soc(t) and

kD (b).
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(b)
Figure 42: Grid-connected DC microgrid ‒ Differential evolution results August 1st, power flow (a);
soc(t) and kD (b).
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(b)
Figure 43: Grid-connected DC microgrid ‒ MILP results August 1st, power flow (a), soc and kD (b).
First and foremost, it is important to highlight that the grid-connected approach is more flexible
than the isolated mode approach. This is due the lack of constraints tied with the minimum time of use
and power demand of the MT system. In grid-connected mode, the usage of the grid allows the system to
exchange only the necessary amount of power to keep the power balance, reducing the price and
increasing the flexibility of the solution. Although, in the proposed microgrid concept it is considered that
this power exchanged with the main grid is limited and this limit is defined by the system operator of the
main grid. This information is send by the system operator and received by the microgrid’s
communication subsystem. The information about these limits are then taken into account by the
optimization and by the operational algorithm, ensuring that this limits are going to be respected during
optimization and during real time operation.
The results presented in Figure 43, Figure 42 and Figure 41 highlight some interesting behaviors
already seen in the isolated mode. The storage priority mode, the foundation of the ruled based algorithm,
can be seen in Figure 41, where the storage system is widely used during the day and, just at the end of
the day, when the storage system is no longer capable of ensuring the power balance that the grid is used.
An important aspect of this analysis is that this approach tends to increase the final cost even more than to
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the isolated approach. This is due the fact that by prioritizing the usage of the storage system, the system
is often charging the storage instead of selling this energy, maximizing the impact in the final cost. For
this reason, when compared the costs results presented in Table 5 and Table 8, the ruled based algorithm
have performed worst in the grid connected case than in the isolated case when compared with the other
proposed strategies.
Given the increasing flexibility of the grid-connected solution, more possible solutions are
possible to the grid-connected case rather than the isolated case, this has reflected in the differential
evolution approach, presented in Figure 42, as a sub-optimal optimization result for the proposed
problem. The differential evolution solution has proven better result than the ruled based approach, with a
tendency of converging to the global optimal solution. But since this method does not ensure the global
optimum convergence, the final result end up being a local minimum, with some improvement in cost but
still far away from the better possible cost.
Finally, in Figure 43 the MILP approach is depicted and with ensured convergence to the global
minimum have had the best result among all tested strategies. The result of the MILP approach to the
grid-connected case has maximized the selling of the energy surplus during the peak hours and
minimizing the energy bought from the main grid as much as possible making the maximum use of the
storage system. This efficient combination of usage of all sources has led to the minimal energy cost seen
in Table 8.
The total energy costs obtained during these simulations are presented in Table 8, calculated
based on the tariffing system introduced in II.4.
Table 8 – Grid connected - Energy total costs
Energy Total Cost (€)
Scheduling Method

August 1st 2013

MILP

2.5863

Differential evolution

2.6380

Rule based algorithm

3.1952

All those analyses based on the grid-connected mode corroborate the previous analyses from the
isolated mode and ensure the usage of the MILP approach as the best option to be applied during the
course of this work. Highlighting that, to the grid-connected mode, the efficiency of the proposed MILP
method becomes even more clear and important when the power flow behavior was analyzed and the
costs compared. The computational cost seen during the grid-connected mode simulations have not
shown a significant changing from the stated to the isolated mode and therefore, the same analysis is valid
for both methods.
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The injection of the renewable energy in the main grid introduces a fluctuation due its intermittent
nature. In this work it is assumed that, since this fluctuation does not cross any limit imposed by the
system operator, the power generated by the renewable sources can be instantly send towards the main
grid. Although it is believed that, with the increasing use of renewable sources, in the future a solution
must be applied to overcome this problem. One possible solution would be to use a supercapacitor as a
low-pass filter, absorbing the intermittent power generated by the renewable sources and injecting the
power into the main grid with a smoother dynamic.

IV.3. Energy management strategies
Global estimations about the worldwide energy potential indicate that all power demand could be
satisfied using renewable energy sources [67]. On the other hand, the available technology presents DG
installations and microgrid systems as available options in real world applications [68, 69]. Moreover, the
social benefits of the DG approach, presented through the leveled cost of energy, shows that DG
generation social benefits compensate any cost disadvantages [70].
Using the proposed problem formulation and the MILP as optimization algorithm, the energy
management layer must considering the best possible forecasting process because the better the
estimation the better will be the optimization results [84, 85]. Aiming to compare the impact on the global
cost of different energy management strategies given the proposed DC microgrid architecture, as well as
analyze the system behavior working under different strategies and circumstances, the following energy
management strategies were proposed. It is important to highlight that all proposed energy management
strategies are valid to any microgrid architecture, the DC microgrid was proposed following the direction
given by the focus of the research program of the laboratory.
The proposed energy management strategies that control how and when the optimization shall be
performed are presented. The first strategy is the day-ahead where the optimization is performed just once
during the day. The second strategy is an improvement of the first one, where at the arrival of a newest
dataset from Météo France a new optimization is performed. The third and fourth cases are based on the
idea of using the newest data from Météo France and adding more runs of the optimization algorithm
between each forecast actualization. The system actualization method use the data acquired from the
system, notoriously the real state of the charge, to actualize the optimization parameters and re-perform
the optimization every five minutes. The last proposed strategy, consider the system actualization and a
short term prediction based on the solar estimation methods aforementioned.
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IV.3.1. Day-ahead
The day-ahead approach is defined as the case where the optimization is calculated only once,
before operation, using the solar irradiance and air temperature forecast and the local load prediction
available in the first hours at the morning. Given the remark that, in the proposed structure the power
balance is not completely dependent on the optimization accuracy, the day-ahead method is an approach
easy to be implemented with good results when compared with the non-optimized operation.

IV.3.2. Forecasting actualization
The forecasting actualization approach describes the case where the optimization is re-performed
whenever new forecast data arrive from the weather service predictions; in this case the data come from
Météo France. The forecast data provided by Météo France after the second semester of 2016, comprises
the hourly sampled solar irradiation, air temperature and wind speed. Before the second semester of 2016
the Météo France’s data only comprised the solar irradiation. Given the lack of information about the
temperature and wind speed to apply the formulation proposed on III.1.1, presented in eq. ( 15 ) and ( 16
), during optimization the PV power calculation was done based on the simplified model presented in ( 42
). From the second half of 2016, the more complete formulation, presented in eq. ( 15 ) and ( 16 ) was
applied.
In this approach, the central idea is to use solar irradiation prediction as often as these data are
available during the operation time. Different from the day-ahead approach that will ignore any new
prediction sent by Météo France, the forecasting actualization approach will re perform the optimization
whenever a new group of prediction data arrives, aiming to make the best use of the forecasting
prediction service.

IV.3.3. System actualization
The system actualization strategy is the approach where the optimization is re-run every five
minutes considering the newest state of charge soc value and the newest available data from Météo
France. This approaches aims to reduce the gap between prediction and reality by re-performing the
optimization every five minutes, considering an actualization of the soc . The storage system is the only
component of the physical system that influences the optimization. Meaning that, the amount of energy in
the storage system is something to be considered during the optimization and its actualization every five
minutes could reduce the gap between prediction and reality by an indirect measurement of this prediction
error using the real soc value during each run of the optimization algorithm. Also, by using the newest
forecasting data available from Météo France, it is expected to have the same benefits from the
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forecasting actualization case, presented in IV.3.2, in addition to the already mentioned gap reduction
given the soc actualization.

IV.3.4. System actualization and short term prediction
Keeping in mind the same idea of the pure system actualization strategy, the addition of a short
term prediction of the solar irradiation is proposed aiming to reduce the gap between prediction and
reality by overcoming the problem of the data from Météo France being hourly sampled while the
irradiation can vary in minutes, maybe even in seconds. The proposed methods, described in section
III.1.2, consider the solar irradiation data for the past five minutes to infer a the solar irradiation
prediction for the next five minutes, considering the data measured in site with a sample time of 10
seconds. The most used hourly sampled estimation used to predict weather conditions, load levels and
market prices ignores the rapid dynamic effects of renewable sources, inherent to the intermittent nature
of those sources. By reducing the sample window, forecast and optimization becomes more reliable [86].
Overall reliability is improved when the forecast window is shifted to perform the prediction always with
the latest data available [87].
An important point about the short term prediction is the definition of the prediction horizon.
Some few tests were done with 30, 15, 10 and 5 minutes and, as expected, the smaller the prediction
horizon the better is the result obtained. For this reason the five minutes approach is the more reasonable
one among all tested intervals. Given this statement, it is necessary to specify why intervals smaller than
five minutes were not considered. This is given the fact that the beside the prediction and optimization
process, the central unit where the supervisory system is implemented is also responsible for the real time
power balance, communication and demand side management. Therefore, with an interval smaller than
five minutes the system becomes overcharged and task overrun happens, compromising the operation,
safety and robustness of the system. Considering the accuracy issues tied with the weather prediction, a
considerable big group of data is desirable, comprising over a decade of data measured onsite is necessary
to allowed the properly installation of a realistic microgrid

IV.4. Conclusion
The efficient integration of PV sources in urban areas can be realized by using DC microgrid. The
optimization of the power flows in the microgrid is necessary to reduce the global energy cost to the end
users. So, the framework for optimal operation should include an intelligent control system, able to
handle the multi-task during the operation, to keep the power balance, reducing the overall energy cost
and respecting the constraints imposed by the distribution system operator.
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Since one important part of the proposed solution is the optimized aspect of the proposed
microgrid concept, the first section of this chapter is dedicated to stablish the problem formulation used
during this optimization problem. Knowing that two different operation modes are considered, the
isolated and grid-connected modes, two problem formulations are designed. In the isolated mode case, the
problem formulation considers the unidirectional power flow from the MT and all operation
characteristics of the MT system. In the grid-connected mode, the MT is replaced by the connection with
the main grid, a bidirectional power flow subject to the constraints imposed by the system operator of the
main grid through smart grid message.
After the problem formulation, the following section of this chapter is dedicated to define the
most suitable optimization algorithm to be used given the proposed problem formulations. Three different
approaches were tested. The first one a rule based algorithms working under storage priority. This rule
based algorithm does not actually perform an optimization but just follows a group of predefined rules to
ensure a desired behavior to the system. In this case the desirable behavior was to give priority to the
usage of the storage system over the micro turbine or the main grid. The second algorithm tested was the
differential evolution algorithm. This approach is a metaheuristic capable of coping with nonlinear
problems. This evolutionary algorithm demands more computational time and cannot ensure to reach the
global minimum. This approach have proven to be better than the rule based approach but since the
problem formulation does not have any non-linearity the best approach was proven to be the third
proposed algorithm, the MILP. The MILP is an algorithm based on the simplex approach that ensures to
reach the global minimum and have mathematical proof of convergence. This method does not demand a
high computational cost but has the drawback of only being able to deal with linear problems.
Finally, after deciding which algorithm would be used to perform the optimization, different
strategies were proposed concerning how to use this algorithm during operation. The first proposed
strategy is the day-ahead, in this approach the data received before operation is used to perform the
optimization. The result of this unique optimization for the day is used and not actualized until the next
day of operation. The second strategy is the forecasting actualization strategy. In this case at every new
group of data received from the third party enterprise responsible for the forecast data, a new optimization
is performed. In this work the forecast actualization perform two optimizations during the day, the first
one before operation similarly to the day-ahead strategy, and a second one around 12:00 when the
actualized data arrives from Météo France. The third strategy proposed is the system actualization
strategy, this strategy is based on the assumption that by analyzing the expected behavior of the system
during the day and comparing with the real behavior it is possible to actualize the system parameters and
re-perform the optimization to compensate these divergences. This system actualization strategy is
performed every five minutes and does consider the newest available data received from Météo France.
The last proposed method combines the system actualization with a short term prediction to reduce the
forecast errors. The idea behind this strategy is that the hourly sampled data from Météo France does not
properly reflects the instant variation of the irradiation and since the goal of the optimization algorithm is
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to optimize the instant power balance, this group of data becomes one of the biggest sources of errors to
the optimization. To overcome this problem, the short term prediction is proposed aiming to use the
onsite data acquired in the past five minutes to estimate the next five minutes. The proposed approaches
to perform the short term predictions are simple but have shown a tendency of increasing the accuracy of
the optimization, resulting in a better energy cost to the end user. Although, those simple approaches does
not ensures an improvement in every case, meaning that there is still place for improvements in this area
and new short-term predictors must be proposed to increase the quality of those results.
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Chapter V. Demand side management by load
shedding optimization
The necessity of increasing the efficiency of electricity production and consumption has created a
pressure towards the implementation of demand side management schemes, approaches to help the
energy management through some action taken in the demand side, i.e. concerned to users’ appliances
[59]. To ensure the power balance in the microgrid system when there is not enough power to supply the
total load demand the supervisory control is able to partially shed the load. This is an extreme case that
only happens if all available sources are fully used but the available power to supply the load is still
smaller than the load power demand.
Given the previous statement, this chapter is dedicated to introduce an approach for the demand
side management. In the proposed concept, to minimize the impact of the load shedding to the end user,
an optimized approach is designed based on the knapsack problem. The knapsack problem, applied to the
load shedding/restoration case, can be seen as an optimization problem where the attempt of supplying as
much load as possible, given a limited power available and respecting the priority of each appliance.
Meaning that, in case of necessity of performing the load shedding, the appliances selected to be shed are
those selected as less important, with a low priority, to the end user.
The efficiency of the electrical system considers not only the production side but also the demand
side efficiency. In the present work it is considered that all appliances have optimized energy
consumption but given possible limitation on the energy supply, to keep the system efficiency it may be
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necessary to perform load shedding, this concept is already include on the proposed framework of
microgrid system.
This concept is applied in the case where the PV production is too low or nonexistent, and the
maximum allowed power to be exchanged with the storage and with the main grid or the MT is already
reached, but still the system would not be able to stabilize the DC bus voltage. The load shedding occurs
following the load shedding/restoration strategy. Another aspect of the proposed demand side
management concept is to supply the critical load limit, which is a necessity for all buildings. To ensure
keeping critical equipment and services operating under any circumstances, i.e., respecting the critical
load level imposed by the end user, it is necessary to consider the limit imposed to the power exchanged
with the main grid at least equal to the power required to supply the critical loads of the system.
Otherwise, the microgrid system has to include a traditional energy source, like a MT or a diesel
generator, which is necessary to start up in critical operating conditions. The proposed scenario considers
a correctly-sized main grid power supply limit able to always ensure the critical load level and to perform
demand-side management, based on the optimized load shedding and restoration approach.

V.1. Load shedding
Load shedding is commonly defined as the amount of load that must be instantly shed,
considering operation conditions and priorities. Some of the approaches are based on game theory
methods and consider loads with a continuous range of values, ignoring the discrete characteristic of the
load power demand [88, 89, 90]. In [88] a load control strategy named Distributed Interruptible Load
Shedding is presented to share the load shedding necessity among the greatest possible group of users, to
minimize the impact to each individual user. The disadvantage of this method is to perform a probabilistic
characterization of the load based on a Gaussian distribution what is a possible limitation to certain cases
where this distribution does not fit the desired profile, as pointed out by the author. In [89], it is focused
on the necessity of performing a load shedding in a distributed generation unity during islanding
operation mode, to ensure power balance. A combination of adaptive under-frequency load shedding and
state estimation is proposed to solve this problem. In [90], aiming to replace the conventional load
shedding methods, an intelligent approach is proposed. The conventional methods such as: breaker
interlock scheme, under frequency relay and programmable logic controller described in [90] are slow
and with low accuracy when calculating the amount of load to be shed. The load shedding method
proposed in [90] is based on a computerized power management technology and aims to: recognize
different patterns in order to predict the system response; taking reliable decisions; identifying the
minimum amount of load necessary to maintain system stability. The disadvantages of this method are the
requirements to be met to design and tuning, such as a knowledge base obtained from offline system
simulations, system dependencies, and continually updated dynamic load shed tables.
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In [91], a load shedding approach is proposed for DC microgrid systems; the lack of
communication to perform the load shedding is presented as the main advantage of the proposed method.
Nevertheless, it becomes impossible to optimize the load shedding behavior, because in this method the
appliances are ranked from the lowest to the highest to be shed in order, given the DC voltage fluctuation.
In [92], the concept of a power buffer is introduced, stretching the time scale of the transient dynamic,
diminishing the impact of tight converter regulation, and the load shedding is studied in depth to be used
as an asset in a DC smart grid structure. Different control strategies are proposed: given the nature of the
load, e.g., a resistive load, such as incandescent light, it does not necessarily need to be turned off
completely but, instead, the amount of power sent to those sources could be reduced. The control strategy
is also influenced by the aforementioned power buffer. If the voltage drops for a long time, the power
buffer will not be able to reject this fluctuation and a different action, such as load shedding, is necessary
to ensure voltage stability. This paper validates the usage of the load as an asset to perform energy
management in DC smart grid systems but has not addressed itself to the optimum load
shedding/restoration problem.
When the microgrid is operating in limited mode, meaning that the available power from all
sources is not enough to attend the load demand, the load shedding become an important aspect to keep
the power balance and voltage stabilization. This chapter presents a more realistic load shedding approach
that considers each appliance with a discrete value and performs real-time optimization for DC microgrid
building-integrated which is based on building electrical appliances rated power, priority and critical
operation time of each appliance. The proposed load shedding/restoration approach is applied to the DC
microgrid system but this concept can be extrapolated to any other microgrid architecture one could
desire.
The proposed approach, also described in details in [93, 94], has a problem formulation is based
on binary knapsack Problem [95, 96] and is solved by MILP method with CPLEX as solver as described
in [49]. If the available microgrid power is different than the load demanded power, the proposed
algorithm calculates the minimum power required to be shed and/or restored according to the actual
operating generation. The algorithm is able to select the best combination of appliances that will satisfy
these requirements with a very low computational cost.

V.2. Knapsack problem formulation
The main problem to be solved is to know what appliance can operate and what appliance may be
turned off during a load shedding action. In this study, the operation mode of each appliance is only onstate mode or off-state mode. So, the result of this problem is a binary decision. This problem can be
defined as a binary knapsack problem which is a combinatorial optimization problem NP-hard [96].
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The knapsack problem is formulated relative to load shedding/restoration in a general case and
following [95] can be expressed as described in ( 43 ):

0 if i th appliance is off
 xi  
th
max f ( x)   CoPi  xi : 
 1 if i appliance is on
i 1

1  i  n
n

with respect to :

n


p
 L _ D Wi  xi  p AVL
i 1

CoPorig  0

CoP  50  CoPorig if tCOUNT _ OFF  TMAX

i

CoPorig if tCOUNT _ ON  TMAX


tcount _ off  TMIN

( 43 )

with f ( x) the objective function, CoPi the coefficient of priority of ith appliance, with i the appliance
identification number, xi the decision variable of load shedding algorithm optimization, Wi the instant
power of ith appliance which can be zero or Wrated , pL _ D the optimized resulting load power demand of
the appliances, pAVL the total available power at the DC bus that can supply the load, CoPorig the
coefficient of original priority of ith appliance, tCOUNT _ OFF time duration for which the appliance is shed,
tCOUNT _ ON time duration for which the appliance is in on-state mode, TMAX maximum time duration for

which the appliance can be shed, TMIN minimum time duration for which the appliance can be shed.
The definition of minimum and maximum values to the timers tied with the restoration aspect of
the load control is fundamental to implement a realistic load shedding/restoration process. On one hand,
these timers are vital to ensuring the smart use of the load shedding algorithm, allowing the system to
reduce the impact of continuous shedding of a single appliance to the end user. On the another hand, these
timers also provide a certain level of safety to the appliances, ensuring to avoid flickering a rapid and
continuous connection and disconnection of energy supply, unsafe to appliances in general, but especially
harmful to electronic devices. For these reasons, approaching the load shedding/restoration problem only
from the point of view of the load shedding itself, without considering the restoration aspects, it is simply
not enough in a realistic load shedding/restoration approach [94].
Considering the limitation of available power pAVL , the load/shedding algorithm performs the
optimization when the power available is less than power demand of the building pL _ DEM , i.e. DC load
power. The algorithm has to ensure that load power demand is respecting the available power while
maximizing the attended appliances given its priority coefficient constraints. It means that after the
decision of performing the load shedding, based on pL _ DEM , the algorithm must ensure that the resulting
load after the load shedding pL _ D is smaller than the available power pAVL . In addition, when one
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appliance is shed, it needs to be shed at least TMIN to guarantee the lifespan of appliance. Then, it can turn
on if necessary. When tCOUNT _ OFF is equal or greater than TMAX , the algorithm will increase the CoP of
the appliance and re-perform the optimization, with less probability that the appliance will be shed in the
near future. When the appliance turns on, the algorithm starts the timer tCOUNT _ ON . If tCOUNT _ ON  TMAX , it
returns the priority to its original value CoPorig and the appliance can be shed.
The load shedding algorithm operates following the flowchart presented in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Flowchart of load shedding optimization algorithm.
At the beginning, the inputs of the optimized load shedding algorithm are read and a decision is
made based on instant power demand and instant power available. If the power demand is less than power
available, the algorithms ends without performing load shedding. On the other side, when the power
available is not enough to attend the load, the CPLEX solver is called to solve the load shed optimization
problem. For each appliance that has been shed a counter starts to impose the minimum and maximum
shedding time, respecting the given TMIN and TMAX . At each iteration, the algorithm compares the counter
value with the imposed limits to decide when the appliances are available for restoration and when the
appliance’s priorities increases avoiding appliance shed. In this work it is assumed arbitrary that the
minimum coefficient of priority is 1 and the maximum of its equal to 100.
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If respecting the constraint that all appliances that have higher CoPorig can be supplied in
stringent condition and the time constraint that each load cannot shed in a long time, the factor that
multiply with original priority (in the case tCOUNT _ OFF  TMAX ) needs to be enough large. In this work it is
assumed arbitrary that that the value of 50 may satisfy this condition. For example, during summer, air
conditioning can be considered a low priority appliance, even if it is used often. The priority is defined
based on the time that it takes to change the environment temperature; thus the air conditioning can be
disconnected for a relatively long time without a great impact on the ambient temperature of the room.
But, on the other hand, a limit shall be imposed to avoid it to be always selected as a load to be shed,
compromising the wellbeing of end users. To implement this constraint, when the timer reaches TMAX the
appliance priority increases avoiding appliance shedding during the next TMAX time interval.

V.3. Optimized load shedding applied in ordinary DC network
distribution
An idealized part of a building was chosen as a case study. The power required to supply the
maximum part of the building load power is considered about 1000W. Table 9 gives the appliances
specifications: identification number, coefficient of original priority, rated power Wrated and time duration

TMIN and TMAX .
Table 9 – Appliances specifications
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
…
49
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CoPorig

5
100
100
100
70
20
30
1
50
1
30
2
20
1
…
40

Appliances specifications
Wrated (W)
TMIN ( s )
10.8
213
7.5
25.5
52.8
250.2
21
62
33.6
131.1
30
98.4
35
208
…
37.8

20
120
20
120
20
30
30
20
20
30
30
20
20
30
…
20

TMAX ( s )

100
600
120
300
300
500
500
200
100
500
180
600
300
500
…
300

The power required to supply the maximum part of building load power is limited to 1000W
given the physical constraints of the system. To respect this limit, the number of appliances considered to
form the load profile sample presented in Figure 25 is limited to 49 different appliances, selected in such
a way that the general load dynamic during the day remains the same as the real original load of the
building. Table 9 shows the appliances specifications: identification number, coefficient of original
priority, rated power, and time duration TMIN and TMAX to some of the 49 appliances.
Simulation and experimental tests are given, with measurement time of 9 hours and sample time
of 10 second. The algorithm is supposed to control the whole system by controlling each appliance
independently. The first test of the load shedding optimization algorithm is made considering pAVL being
constant and equal to 600W. For the second test, pAVL is randomly chosen in the range from 400W to
800W. Figure 45 shows the electrical scheme of used system to evaluate the operation of the algorithm in
both simulation test and experimental test.

Figure 45: Electrical schema of used system to evaluate the operation of the shedding/restoration
algorithm.
In this scheme, the DC source is responsible for emulate the renewable energy source while the
storage system is responsible for ensuring the voltage stability to the system. The bus voltage is defined
as 400V, to fit the designed microgrid concept. The voltage source depicted in emulated the desired load
profile. The storage system is described by its state of charge denoted by soc . It compensates DC bus
voltage in the unbalance condition and improves the system stability.
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V.3.1. Simulation test for fixed power available
In this test the power available pAVL is constant and equal 600W. When the pAVL is not enough
to supply the power demand p L _ DEM of the building, the load shedding algorithm will operate and the
resulting power to supply the load is denoted by pL _ SUP . Figure 46 shows MATLAB simulation results
related to available power, demanded power, and resulting power after shedding; a zoom is given in
Figure 47. It can be observed that the load power demand is never greater than the available power,
satisfying the system constraints.

Figure 46: Constant available power simulation.

Figure 47: Zoom on constant available power simulation.
From the 8:00 to 10:30, the power demand is always less than available power, and the load shed
optimization is not performed. But after 11:00, the load power demand increases rapidly and exceed the
available power, at that point, the load shed optimization is performed to limit the power demand to
acceptable levels, under the power available limits. The load power after shedding action pL _ SUP varies
highly and could be seen as power fluctuation. Indeed, pL _ SUP is highly variable explained by the fact that
the optimization immediately performs when the increase of the load power demand overcomes the
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available power at DC bus. Thus, the result of this algorithm pL _ SUP shows the sum of all on-state mode
appliances after using load shedding optimization algorithm. There are two reasons that explain the high
variations in the pL _ SUP result. Firstly, the interval of each sample is 10 seconds, so when the result of
optimization changes, pL _ SUP is changed immediately. Secondly, at the first period, the algorithm decides
that some loads have to be shed. But after a few periods, when the tCOUNT _ OFF of shed loads is equal to

TMAX , it means these shed loads need to be restored. So, the algorithm will increase the priority coefficient
of shed loads, which help guarantee these shed loads cannot shed in a few period after. On the other side,
the algorithm will shed other loads to satisfy the condition between available power and demanded
power. There is a difference power between these selections of algorithm; these differences give the high
variations of pL _ SUP .
For example, the algorithm sheds two loads that have power equal 10W and 20W. But after three
periods, two other shed loads need to be restored, so the algorithm shed the load that has power equal
100W. The difference power is 70W. This is the main reason that induces high variations in the pL _ SUP
result. When the optimization algorithm needs to satisfy the condition about critical operation time, the
result is always with high variations power. Regarding the storage system, its behavior is reflected in
Figure 48, where analyzing the soc it is easy to see that the storage back-up system is never required to
supply load power demand. Figure 48 also presents the DC bus voltage during simulation, showing that
the system is well balanced, being able to keep the bus voltage constant in 400V DC even if there is no
necessary to use the storage system.
405
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Figure 48: DC bus voltage and soc for constant available power simulation.

V.3.2. Simulation test for variable power available
Figure 49 presents the simulation results of the load shedding/restoration optimization algorithm
constrained by a variable pAVL . Figure 50 details the evolution of the studied powers. Similar to the
previous result when a random power available profile is imposed during simulation, when it is necessary
to perform a load shedding, the optimization algorithm is able to keep the appliances as close as possible
of the available power, without crossing the available power limit. Similar to the above section, the result
of optimization algorithm presents power fluctuations for the same reasons.
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Figure 49: Variable available power simulation.

Figure 50: Zoom on variable available power simulation.

V.3.3. Experimental tests
After validating the concept and testing in simulation environment, an experimental test is
performed using the dSPACE 1103 board in a real-time system environment and the testbed developed in
the AVENUES laboratory to evaluate the operation of the load shedding/restoration optimization
algorithm in the experimental test. The designed testbed is depicted in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Testbed electrical schema.
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To emulate the proposed DC microgrid, the following components are used: a DC source (TDK
lambda GEN 600V-5.5A DC), electrolytic storage (Sonnenschein Solar S12/130 A, 12 V–130 Ah), a
dSPACE 1103 controller board, programmable DC electronic load (Chroma 63201, 2.6 kW 500V–50A)
that has a role to absorb and dissipate energy, allowing the simulation of the power required by the virtual
building, and inductor LS .
The results of the test with constant available power are presented in Figure 52, where pS
represents the storage power. It shows the real data recorded during the experiments. Figure 53 presents
the input references imposed by the algorithm to the testbed. This test shows that the algorithm always
performs exactly and satisfies the system constraint of building appliances.

Figure 52: Experimental test with constant available power.

Figure 53: Power references imposed during the experiment.
Considering the reference presented in Figure 53, it is possible to see that the algorithm
performed the optimization, reducing the original load demand profile, in red, to acceptable levels, under
the power available constraint, in blue. But even if the reference respect the imposed limit, in Figure 52 it
is possible to see that the real load power demand, in red, eventually cross the imposed limit, in orange.
This can happen since the real system has an intrinsic dynamic tied to the DC bus behavior and
equipment offset.
Given this difference between simulation and reality, even if the algorithm is capable of reducing
the impact of the lacking of power to the system, the back-up storage system proves its importance in
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helping to keep the bus voltage constant, as desired. The DC bus voltage and the storage soc can be seen
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in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Experimental DC bus voltage and soc evolution.

Figure 55: Zoom on experimental state of charge detail.
Since it is not evident in Figure 54, the details about the soc evolution during the test are given in
Figure 55. This figure shows a detail about the necessity of the back-up storage to compensate the system
dynamics to regulate the DC bus voltage. This can be notice since after load shedding it should not be
necessary for the storage system to provide power to the system. Even though, Figure 55 shows the
storage system discharging, therefore, providing power, during the experimental test and since the bus
voltage is constant, this power provided by the storage system was consumed by the system mostly to
compensate its dynamics and losses.
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V.3.4. Optimized load shedding applied in the DC microgrid
environment
The considered DC microgrid for this test is composed by: PV sources, storage, main grid
connection. The supervisory control architecture presented in Figure 18 is reduced and therefore adapted
to the voltage stabilization while taking into account the load shedding/restoration algorithm. A simplified
version is presented in Figure 56 and a detailed supervisory structure is presented in Figure 57.

Figure 56: DC microgrid supervision overview for load shedding/restoration application.
To adapt the load shedding/restoration algorithm to the proposed microgrid environment the
power available definition is defined as the maximum power allowed to be exchanged with the main grid,
storage system and renewable sources. Based on those changes, the resulting p L is then calculated as in (
44 ).
pL   Wi  xi   pPV  pS _ D  pG _ S 
n

i 1
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( 44 )

Figure 57: DC microgrid supervision interactions for load shedding/restoration application.
By way of comparison and to analyze only the influence of the load shedding/restoration
algorithm to the DC microgrid environment, a storage priority strategy was applied in order to balance the
powers. Knowing that storage and main grid are capable of to supply as well as to absorb energy from the
system, a storage priority strategy is when the storage system is mainly used to supply and absorb energy
from the system and the main grid acts just as a backup source, being used only when the storage system
is not capable of attending the system necessities by itself. This approach is based on the rule base
algorithm presented in IV.2.1. The resulting operational algorithm is depicted in Figure 58.
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Figure 58: Operational algorithm considering the storage priority strategy.
The simulations performed in Matlab Simulink environment aim to validate the proposed load
shedding/restoration algorithms when applied in the DC microgrid environment and highlight the
properly interaction between this algorithm and the operational layer, keeping the bus voltage regulation
while performing a smart load/shedding restoration. Even though, it is important to highlight that this
preliminary result does not take into account any power flow optimization or PV prediction, validating
only the interaction between load shedding/restoration algorithm and the operational layer.
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Table 10 – Load shedding/restoration simulation parameters
Parameters

kL _ CRIT PPV _ MPPT

C REF

40%

130Ah

2000W

PS _ MAX
800W

PL _ MAX

PG _ S _ MAX PG _ I _ MAX SOCMIN SOCMAX SOC0

2000W

500W

500W

45%

55%

50%

v*

400V

Since the PL _ MAX admitted by the system is 2000W, the real load power consumption profile from
the considered tertiary building must be adapted to fit the limit of the numerical characteristics of the
experimental platform. The dynamic of the real profile was kept while the amplitude was reduced. The
adapted load profile is presented in Figure 25. Part of the adaptation process was to create a group of
appliances that may work on ON/OFF mode and set their operation during the day to fit the load curve
presented in Figure 25. The parameters necessary to apply the proposed demand side management
approach was also defined to each proposed appliance.
Table 11 exemplifies how this data is organized based on the priority, rated power of each
appliance, minimum and maximum shedding time.
Table 11 – Detailed appliances profile.
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
…
49

Appliances specifications
CoPorig

Wrated (W)

TMIN ( s )

TMAX ( s )

5
100
100
100
70
20
30
1
50
1
30
2
20
1
…
40

10.8
213
7.5
25.5
52.8
250.2
21
62
33.6
131.1
30
98.4
35
208
…
37.8

20
120
20
120
20
30
30
20
20
30
30
20
20
30
…
20

100
600
120
300
300
500
500
200
100
500
180
600
300
500
…
300

All simulations were made considering the numerical values of parameters presented in
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Table 10 and
Table 11. The critical load level kL _ CRIT defined by the end user is chosen 40% as an arbitrary
value. CREF is obtained based on the available storage system described in [58] and detailed in Chapter
VI. PS _ MAX is usually set aiming to increase the batteries lifetime, in this tests the chosen value reflects an
empirical value, smaller than the real one. This modification is needed since the simulations are based on
the real platform and given the oversized storage capacity installed it would not be possible to see any
load shedding, therefore PS _ MAX , SOCMIN , SOCMAX , PG _ S _ MAX and PG _ I _ MAX values were adapted to
highlight the load shedding effect.
The simulation test is based on the irradiation profile from 20/05/2014 with the data measured
onsite at the Université de Technologie de Compiègne – France. Figure 59 and Figure 60 show the
situation test for which, to a better fit of all curves in the graphic some conventions were adopted. The
power exchanged with the main grid is presented as negative when the power is flowing from the main
grid towards the DC microgrid system and this flow is positive when the energy in injected from the
microgrid into the main grid. The storage system follows this same logic, when the storage system is
supplying the load the value is negative and when the storage system is being charged the power flow is
positive.

Figure 59: DC microgrid power evolution in simulation test for load shedding optimization.
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Figure 60: DC bus voltage and state of charge evolution in simulation test for load shedding optimization.
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About PV power curves, pPV _ MPPT and pPV are identical, indicating that all available PV power is
consumed during the day, so that there is no PV power limitation. Contrariwise, the load curves p L _ DEM
and p L are not identical and the difference between this two curves is the load shedding performed during
operation.
As depicted in Figure 59 and Figure 60, the voltage stabilization is ensured while the energy
management strategy is respected. The compartmentalization of the supervisory system allows more
flexibility to the whole model by creating the possibility of adopting different approaches to all different
aspects of the microgrid system, aiming to overcome specific problems, while ensuring the overall
desired behavior of the system.
The critical load level phenomenon can be seen in Figure 59 between 12:30 and 13:30, where the
power exchanged with the main grid cross the imposed limit of 500 W to ensure to supply the critical
load.
Figure 60 also presents the bus voltage evolution, ν, showing that the voltage fluctuation is within
acceptable limits even at the highest peak, right after 10:00. This fluctuation has different sources, but
they are mainly caused by the control system transitory phase. The PI control used on this simulation may
not be optimally parametrized, considering that the control used was not the focus on this paper and the
results presented with the given parametrization fits the idealized application. The variation seen in the
bus voltage is never even reaches 5 volts, what is the equivalent of less than 1.25% of the reference value
in fluctuation, an acceptable performance for the proposed system. Those results support the working
assumption of the operational algorithm as a valid option to ensure voltage stabilization in the system
while optimizing the load shedding.
Regarding the load shedding aspect of the simulation, Figure 61 presents the attended load
evolution, k L defined as follow: when k L is equal one, no load shedding is performed and the entire load
power demand is attended. When the load is partially shed, for example when k L is 0.60 it means that
40% of the load it is not supplied, therefore 40% of load shedding. The dot blue line marks the kL _ CRIT
which is the critical limit imposed by the end user, represented in Figure 61 as the red dotted line. This
limit stipulates that 60% of the load demand shall not be shed and must be permanently supplied. The
system is then able to respect the limit imposed by the end user while keeping the voltage stabilization
and performing an optimizing load shedding.
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Figure 61: Load shed percentage evolution.
As aforementioned, assuming penalties by the end user, the system can ignore the imposed power
grid limit to ensure to keep the critical appliances working. In Figure 61 it is possible to see that during
the day the load shedding is performed as needed but the limit of 60% is never reached, in fact the
maximum load shedding does not even arrive at 50%, meaning that the proposed scenario was well
designed considering the necessity of constant supply of the critical loads, while minimizing the
transgression of the grid power exchange limit.
Figure 62 presents a zoomed area from the power flow presented in Figure 59.

Figure 62: Load shed detail.
The first remarkable characteristic about this figure is the square-like pattern of the simulated
load. This pattern is a reflex of each appliance having a realistic discrete value considered during the load
shedding optimization. Beside the square-like pattern, it is possible to see that the power exchanged with
the main grid, green line with start markers, it is not all the time at its limit. This is counterintuitive since
we aim to use all available power to minimize the load shedding, but in fact since the appliances have a
realistic discrete dynamic, the fluctuation in the grid power flow actually indicates that, this small amount
of energy that is not being used it is not enough to attend the rated power of any appliance that have been
shed. Therefore, to keep the system’s power balance, the power available from the main grid it is not
exactly fully exploited. One example of the flexibility of this approach is that even if the load power
optimization has a computational cost, it takes a fraction of the time (about 0.5 s) more while performing
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the optimization, rather than being non-optimized at all. The voltage stabilization is ensured by the
control system allowing the solution to be applied without sacrificing the robustness of the system.

V.4. Conclusion
The demand side management becomes necessary to ensure the operation of the microgrid system
by keeping the power balance under extreme conditions. The proposed demand side management strategy
is a load shedding/restoration algorithm that aims to reduce the impact of the load shedding during these
extreme cases. The proposed approach is based on the well-known knapsack problem but well-adapted
for the load shedding/restoration optimization. To reduce the impact to the end user, it is necessary to
optimize the load shedding not only considering the amount of the load to be shed but also the priority of
each load. The knapsack problem formulation is the base to achieve this goal. Although, there is an
important fact to be considered, even a low priority load if disconnected for too long will have a sensible
impact to the end user and for this reason it is necessary to define a maximum time that each appliance
can be shed. In the same way, we must avoid connecting and disconnecting a certain appliance too often,
this flickering dynamic may harm the user’s equipment and for this reason when a certain appliance is
shed, a minimum time to stay disconnected must be selected. It is important to highlight that, the solver
used to perform this optimization is also the MILP but the load shedding optimization is a different
algorithm, running in a different time scale and totally independent from the optimization performed by
of the microgrid energy management layer.
After the problem formulation based on the knapsack problem the validation of the proposed
approach working stand alone, outside the microgrid environment, was performed. This validation was
firstly performed in simulation, starting with the simplest case, a constant power available, and then being
validate for the variable power available. Once those simulation tests were succeeding, the stand alone
approach was implemented in an experimental testbed developed in our lab. Further tests were performed
to validate the applicability of this demand side management approach in the microgrid environment,
finally reaching the point where it was fully implemented in the microgrid environment, working and
interacting with all layers of the proposed supervisory control.
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Chapter VI. Results and discussion
This chapter is dedicated to analyze the simulation and experimental results obtained given the
whole DC microgrid concept and strategies formulation. The first section presents the simulation results,
intended to validate the satisfaction of all desired requirements of the proposed microgrid, operating in
isolated and grid-connected modes. Once these basic requirements were met, the proposed microgrid
concept was then implemented in the technological platform of AVENUES laboratory called PLER. The
experimental tests were designed to prove the capability of the proposed solutions to work under real
conditions, in a noisy environment and comprising some dynamics which had been simplified during the
creation of the simulation environment.

VI.1. Considerations on the test conditions
All tests were performed considering the same parameters presented in Table 12 and the load
profile presented in Figure 25. All tests were performed using the optimal load scheduling approach,
based on the knapsack problem, to perform the load shedding and restoration. Each approach was
simulated considering the RTP system as described in II.4. The parameters presented on Table 12 are set
to highlight some studied behaviors such as to perform load shedding, allowing us to see the system
behavior in load shedding operation under different irradiation profiles.
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Table 12 – Selected parameters
Parameters

kL _ CRIT

PPV _ STC

C REF

40%

2000W

130Ah

PS _ MAX
800W

PL _ MAX
2000W

PG _ S _ MAX PG _ I _ MAX SOCMIN SOCMAX
500W

500W

45%

55%

SOC0

v*

50%

400V

From Figure 64 to Figure 68 it is presented the predicted and real PV power profiles used during
the tests of three different days with three different weather conditions. The predicted PV power is
calculated as presented in III.1. Figure 63 and Figure 64 present the predicted and real PV MPPT power
evolution for 30th April 2014. As seen in the real PV power, at the beginning of the day, the sky was clear
creating the almost ideal PV curve, seen from 08:15 until 12:45. In afternoon, some dense and slow
clouds interfere and the PV power generation fluctuates.
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Figure 63: Predicted PV MPPT power evolution for 30th April 2014.

Figure 64: Real PV MPPT power evolution for 30th April 2014.
Figure 65 and Figure 66 present the PV MPPT real and prediction power for a cloudy day, with a
considerably amount of fluctuations in the PV power generation and long periods where the PV system
received so little irradiation that was not enough even to overcome the losses, therefore having no PV
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power generation at all, as seen between 12:45 and 13:10, and also during most of time of the interval
after 15:00 until 17:00.
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Figure 65: Predicted PV MPPT power evolution for 20th May 2014.

Figure 66: Real PV MPPT power evolution for 20th May 2014.
Figure 67 and Figure 68 present the predicted and real PV MPPT power evolution for an overcast
day, without rain. It is possible to notice that the real PV power evolution, given the influence of the
clouds, is able to generate some energy just after 09:00. Another characteristic is the high dynamic with
fast variation of this profile, especially when compared with a clear sky, such as the one presented in
Figure 64 from 08:00 until 13:00, which perfectly express a parabolic trend.
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Figure 67: Predicted PV MPPT power evolution for 2nd June 2014.

Figure 68: Real PV MPPT power evolution for 2nd June 2014.
Since the isolated operation mode can be seen as a simplified version of the grid-connected
problem and have been deeply explored in previous works in our laboratory, just one group of data is
used in simulation and experimental to corroborate the application of the presented framework to the
isolated microgrid system. In addition, noticing that the complexity of the grid-connected system is higher
and that most of the strategies proposed on this thesis were idealized aiming the implementation in the
grid-connected mode, all three different data sets aforementioned are applied.

VI.2. Considerations about the experimental platform
The AVENUES laboratory, affiliated with the Université de Technologie de Compiègne, has
been working with the renewable energy subject since 2007. During the past nine years, five experimental
platforms were developed including two platforms dedicated to the wind turbine system, one dedicated to
perform the parameters identification of a PV panel, and a platform dedicated to the microgrid system. In
this work we are concerned about the microgrid experimental platform, described in details below.
First and foremost, the microgrid experimental platforms are able to work on grid-connected and
isolated mode as well as with two different configurations regarding the PV power source. One
configuration considers a connection with the real PV panels, allowing us to perform a test under real
conditions. The second configuration has a PV power emulated with a controllable voltage source,
allowing re-performing the same experiment under the same conditions to compare different algorithms;
The platform based on the PV emulator is used for all experimental tests given the possibility of
repeatability of the experiments, necessary to compare the experimental results with the simulation and
with different strategies. Figure 69 presents a photography of the platform with PV emulator, depicting
each device.
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Figure 69: Microgrid platform using PV power emulator.
How those devices are interconnected is presented in Figure 70.

Figure 70: Electrical diagram of DC microgrid platform.
where vAC is the AC voltage source and iAC is the current exchanged with the AC source. One important
point that must to be highlighted is that this structure presented in Figure 70 does not change when the
system is working on grid-connected or isolated mode.
DC sources are used to emulate the PV power generation profiles, recorded from the real PV
installation, for the different management strategies. The connection with the main grid is emulated by
using a bidirectional AC monophasic power amplifier. This AC source will behave as a bidirectional
source when working on grid-connected mode and as a unidirectional source when working on isolated
mode; beside these settings there is no difference in the physical structure between these two operating
modes.
The storage is made up by 8 lead-acid batteries in series. The storage functional voltage is 96V.
However, to have a functional voltage of 96V the capacity of the storage system becomes oversized for
the purpose of the platform, therefore, the limits for the soc were defined between 45% and 55%.
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Otherwise this storage would be able to supply the load during the whole day and all analysis about the
system behavior and influence of the optimization would be compromised.
Table 13 – Characteristics of the microgrid platform based on PV emulator
DC source

V:0~600V

Genesys GEN600-5.5

I:0~5.5A
AC amplifier

V:0~260V

Puissance+ PA3000B

I:0~12A
Storage

V: 96V

8*Sonnenschein S12 130Ah

I: -26~26A under C5
DC programmable load

V: 0~600V

Chroma DC 63200

I: 0~5A
Semiconductor

V: 0~600V

Semikron SKM100GB063D

I: 0~100A
Control system

sample time: 50 μs

dSPACE 1103

VI.3. DC microgrid operating in isolated mode
The isolated mode was developed mostly during the first year of this thesis, and notoriously
before most of the energy management aforementioned on this document being developed. Those are the
reasons why the whole simulation environment designed to the isolate mode consider only the day-ahead
optimization, forecast actualization and a ruled based algorithm working on storage priority mode. Given
those limitations on the simulation environment, the results presented here will focus on a day-ahead
strategy. Another detail to be highlighted is the difference between the isolated and grid-connected mode
where during the isolated mode operation, a constraint was added to get the final storage soc level to be
as close as possible of 50% at the end of the day. This limitation was removed during the implementation
of the grid-connected mode given the increasing number of constraints to be considered and the
impossibility of founding an acceptable result considering this constraint and all particularities of each
strategy implemented.
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VI.3.1. Simulation results
The results presented below were obtained using solar irradiation and PV power evolution, for
30th April 2014.
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Figure 71: Isolated DC microgrid power evolution optimized before operation for 30th April 2014.
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Figure 72: Isolated DC microgrid socOPT evolution optimized before operation test for 30th April
2014.
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Figure 73: Isolated DC microgrid mOPT evolution optimized before operation test for 30th April
2014.
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Figure 74: Isolated DC microgrid vBUS evolution optimized before operation test for 30th April
2014.
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Figure 75: Isolated DC microgrid power evolution in simulation test for 30th April 2014.
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Figure 76: Isolated DC microgrid socSIM evolution in simulation test for 30th April 2014.
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Figure 77: Isolated DC microgrid m evolution in simulation test for 30th April 2014.
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Figure 78: Isolated DC microgrid vBUS evolution in simulation test for 30th April 2014.
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VI.3.1.1. Results analyses
In Figure 71 the pPV _ PRE represent the PV power prediction for the given day, p L _ PRE represents
the predicted energy consumption used during optimization before operation, pS _ OPT reflect the optimum
usage of the storage, pMT _ OPT is the optimum usage of the MT, pL _ OPT is the attended load during
optimization, since pL _ OPT and p L _ PRE are equal the optimum result does not perform any load shedding.
Finally p PV _ OPT reflect the usage of the renewable source during optimization before operation and since
p PV _ OPT and pPV _ PRE are identical, all PV power available was consumed and no PV shedding was

necessary.
Figure 72 present the optimized state of the charge evolution, Figure 73 present the optimized
usage of the MT. It is notoriously here that, comparing Figure 73 and Figure 77, given the uncertainties of
PV power prediction the MT was used more during simulation than the optimization algorithm have
defined. Figure 74 present the vBUS evolution during optimization.
In Figure 75 the pPV _ MPPT represents the MPPT power output of the real PV, pPV _ SIM is the
amount of the available PV power used during simulation, and the difference between pPV _ MPPT and

pPV _ SIM represent the amount of PV shed during simulation, p L _ DEM is the real load power demand, the
simulated load power p L _ SIM represents the amount of the load that the microgrid system is able to
supply given the simulation results. The difference between p L _ DEM and p L _ SIM represents the load
shedding performed during simulation. The MT power demand pMT and the simulated power exchanged
with the storage system pS _ SIM are represented inversed, with the power that flows toward the bus being
negative, to facilitate the visualization and interpretation of the figure.
Figure 76 presents the simulated soc evolution. It is possible to see that the soc maximum
limit of 55% defined in Table 12 is respected as well as the desired value at the end of the day is
reached.
Figure 77 represents the usage of the MT during operation in simulation. First of all, the
presented scale goes from 0 to 1 because is a binary signal, since on these tests the MT has only two
possible states disconnected or generating energy at its rated power. This signal represents the starting of
the MT system. It is possible to notice that during simulation, when it is necessary to keep the MT
connected for more than one duty cycle, at the end of each duty cycle a spike appears, this is due to a
limitation of the Simulink Model that need to call a Matlab Function to test if the MT need to stay
connected and during this process the peak appears. This problem does not happen during the
experimental test, as seen in Figure 81.
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The proposed supervisory control of the isolated microgrid system is capable of regulating the
bus voltage despite the intermittency inherent to the renewable sources. As seen in Figure 78, in the
simulation result the greatest variation is about 10V, varying around 2.5% of the desired bus voltage,
being then within acceptable limits.

VI.3.1.2. Cost analyses
Table 14 presents the energy cost comparison result during optimization calculation and
simulation of real time operation. The load shedding cost is null because the totality of the load demand
was fulfilled by the microgrid system.
Table 14 – Simulation energy cost comparison for the isolated mode of the microgrid

Economic dispatch
before operation
Operation in
simulation
Global optimum cost

Ctotal
€/kWh

CPV_S
€/kWh

CMT
€/kWh

CS
€/kWh

CL_S
€/kWh

4.29

0

3.6

0.39

0

6.37

0.21

5.76

0.4

0

3.9

0

3.6

0.3

0

The economic dispatch before operation cost presents the result of the optimization before
operation, based on the PV power prediction and load prediction. The operation in simulation cost is
obtained by applying the optimization result obtained as in the previous cost, to simulate the system
behavior during the day. Finally, the global optimum cost, calculated at the end of the day, performs the
optimization without forecast error, meaning that it uses the real PV power profile as predicted PV power,
reaching the minimum possible global cost for a given day.
It is noticeable by the difference in cost and by comparing Figure 73 and Figure 77 that, the
difference between the prediction and the real PV power reflects on an increasing usage of the MT
increasing the overall energy cost to the end user. Another point to be highlighted is the difference
between the result calculated before operation, using the available PV prediction from Météo France and
the predicted load profile and the global optimum cost, calculated at the end of the day, using the real PV
power and real load consumption, meaning that the global optimum cost is performed to a scenario where
there is no gap between prediction and reality.
The instant power balance was validated analyzing the bus voltage evolution, proved to be kept
under acceptable limits of fluctuation.
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The results obtained in simulation environment prove the feasibility of the proposed solution and
indicate the capability of the framework to manage the different layers of the supervisory control system,
while ensuring the instant power balance and an optimized energy cost.

VI.3.2. Experimental results
Once the proposed framework was validated in simulation, the experimental tests using the
platform based on the PV emulator, able to experimentally replicate the test performed in simulation,
were carried out. Since the experimental result is presented to the same strategy, day-ahead case, the
optimization result obtained before operation is identical to the one presented in the simulation case. The
experimental result obtained is presented below.

Figure 79: Isolated DC microgrid power evolution in experimental test for 30th April 2014.
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Figure 80: Isolated DC microgrid soc evolution in experimental test for 30th April 2014.
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Figure 81: Isolated DC microgrid m evolution in experimental test for 30th April 2014.

Figure 82: Isolated DC microgrid vBUS in experimental test for 30th April 2014.

VI.3.2.1. Results analyses
In Figure 79, the total PV power PPV _ MPPT is equal to the amount of PV used during the
experimental PPV _ REAL , meaning that all PV power was used during operation and no PV shed was
performed. PL _ REAL represents the amount of power that the microgrid system was able to supply the DC
load during the experimental tests and the difference between PL _ DEM and PL _ REAL is the load shedding
performed during the experimental test.
Due to the uncertainties tied with the renewable sources, load prediction, random noise, among
other influences present on the experimental environment, the storage evolution seen during simulation,
Figure 76, is different from the experimental, seen in Figure 80. In Figure 80, given the simulated and
experimental conditions, the optimization algorithm converges to a different local minimum. Even
though, considering the different evolution during the day, at 17:00 the difference in the storage level
between simulation and experimental is about 1.5%.
Comparing the simulation and experimental results, Figure 77 and Figure 81 respectively, the
most notorious difference is that during the experimental test the MT was used more often than in the
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simulation test. In the experimental environment there is a high influence of losses and noise, this losses
are compensate by the storage system, seen comparing Figure 76 and Figure 80. By the end of the day, to
attend the final soc value constraint, the micro turbine is used, resulting in a higher consumption of the
non-renewable source. Although, it is important to highlight that mismatches between the simulation and
experimental results are expected, since all models implemented are simple and does not consider
numerous elements of the experimental environment.
As seen in the simulation result, the greatest bus voltage variation registered during the
experimental test presented in Figure 79 varies around 2.5%, being then within acceptable limits. It is
important to point it out that during the experimental result presented in Figure 79, the drop of the DC bus
voltage at 17:00 is given to the end of the experiment and it is not related in any way with the system
behavior during operation.

VI.3.2.2. Cost analyses
When compared the energy costs results presented in Table 14 and Table 15, the difference in
cost between the results seen in simulation and experimental becomes evident and therefore it is
important to highlight that the aforementioned uncertainties, tied with the renewable sources, load
prediction, random noise and imprecisions of the model, among other influences , also have an influence
in cost, being the simulation result more costly since it makes more use from the most expensive power
source available, the MT.
Table 15 – Experimental energy cost comparison for the isolated mode of the microgrid
Ctotal
€/kWh

CPV_S
€/kWh

CMT
€/kWh

CS
€/kWh

CL_S
€/kWh

4.29

0

3.6

0.39

0

5.22

0

4.32

0.9

0

3.9

0

3.6

0.3

0

Economic
dispatch before
operation
Operation in
experimental
Global optimum
cost

The results presented in Table 15 were obtained after the experimental tests using the platform
with PV emulator and applying the same dataset seen in simulation for the day 30th April 2014. The
behavior of the isolated DC microgrid for the two other weather profiles is not given for because the gridconnected mode is detailed for the three weather profiles depicted in VI.1.
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VI.4. DC microgrid operating in grid-connected mode
This section aims to validate the proposed strategies to the grid-connected operation mode. It is
important to highlight that, different from the isolated mode, the grid connection has a bidirectional power
flow. This increases the optimization complexity but increases the potential for the optimization approach
to make the best possible use of the available power. This bidirectional power flow is considered to be
limited by the system operator through smart grid messages sent to the microgrid system. These messages
define the maximum instant power that the microgrid system is able to send and receive from the public
grid.

VI.4.1. Simulation results
This subchapter presents firstly the results to all proposed strategies applied to the dataset of 20th
May 2014. The two other weather profiles are illustrated in the results regarding the DC bus voltage
stabilization and the load shedding/restoration which are included in the results analyses.

VI.4.1.1. Non-optimized case
The non-optimized case is based on the storage priority mode, where the storage system is
prioritized during operation, meaning that no optimization is performed and the main grid just act as a
backup source to the case where the storage cannot ensure bus voltage stabilization.

Figure 83: Grid-connected DC microgrid non-optimized case: power evolution in simulation test for 20th
May 2014.
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Figure 84: Grid-connected DC microgrid non-optimized case: kD_sim and socsim evolution in
simulation test for 20th May 2014.

VI.4.1.2. Day-ahead case
The day-ahead case considers the Météo France’s prediction received before operation to perform
the optimization only once during the day.
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Figure 85: Grid-connected DC microgrid day-ahead case: day-ahead optimized power flow evolution
(before operation) for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 86: Grid-connected DC microgrid day-ahead case: optimized kD_OPT and socOPT evolution
(before operation) for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 87: Grid-connected DC microgrid day-ahead case: simulated power flow evolution for 20th May
2014.
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Figure 88: Grid-connected DC microgrid day-ahead case: simulated kD_sim and socsim evolution
for 20th May 2014.

VI.4.1.1. Forecasting actualization
The forecasting actualization is the strategy where the optimization is re-performed whenever new data
provided by Météo France is available. During the course of this thesis, the data from Météo France
arrived at 08:00 and 13:00. Meaning that, from the beginning of the day until 13:00 the result is identical
to the day-ahead case and that at 13:00 a new optimization is performed during the real-time operation.
The actualization of the predicted data can be seen in Figure 89 at 13:00 in PPV _ PRE and PPV _ OPT curves.
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Figure 89: Grid-connected DC microgrid forecast actualization case: optimized power flow evolution 20th
May 2014.
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Figure 90: Grid-connected DC microgrid forecasting actualization case: optimized kD_OPT and
socOPT evolution for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 91: Grid-connected DC microgrid forecasting actualization case: simulated power flow evolution
20th May 2014.
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Figure 92: Grid-connected DC microgrid forecasting actualization case: simulated kD_sim and
socsim evolution for 20th May 2014.

VI.4.1.2. System actualization
The system actualization strategy re-performs the optimization considering the newest available data from
Météo France, but different from the forecast actualization strategy; the optimization is re-run every five
minutes, the system parameters are also actualized at each run. The reflex of this strategy can be seen in
Figure 94 during the socOPT where a square-like pattern appears.
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Figure 93: Grid-connected DC microgrid system actualization case: optimized power flow evolution 20th
May 2014.
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Figure 94: Grid-connected DC microgrid system actualization case: optimized kD_OPT and socOPT
evolution for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 95: Grid-connected DC microgrid system actualization case: simulated power flow evolution 20th
May 2014.
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Figure 96: Grid-connected DC microgrid system actualization case: simulated kD_sim and socsim
evolution for 20th May 2014.
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VI.4.1.3. System actualization and moving average
The system actualization strategy and moving average consider all elements of the system actualization
strategy and in addition the short term prediction is performed, considering the past five minutes data to
estimate the next five minutes data of the PV power. This short term prediction reflects in the
optimization and generates the differences seen between figures Figure 94 and Figure 98.
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Figure 97: Grid-connected DC microgrid moving average case: optimized power flow evolution 20th May
2014.
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Figure 98: Grid-connected DC microgrid moving average case: optimized kD_OPT and socOPT
evolution for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 99: Grid-connected DC microgrid moving average case: simulated power flow evolution 20th May
2014.
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Figure 100: Grid-connected DC microgrid moving average case: simulated kD_sim and socsim
evolution for 20th May 2014.

VI.4.1.4. System actualization and simple exponential smoothing
The system actualization and simple exponential smoothing method is also based on the idea of
adding a short term prediction to the system actualization method. The difference between this strategy
and the moving average is that in the moving average all available data from the past five minutes are
equally relevant to the final result and in the simple exponential smoothing approach the newest data is
more relevant for the result then the oldest data. Meaning that, it is supposed that the data acquired in the
last minute will better describe the near future than the data of four minutes before.
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Figure 101: Grid-connected DC microgrid exponential smoothing case: optimized power flow evolution
20th May 2014.
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Figure 102: Grid-connected DC microgrid exponential smoothing case: optimized kD_OPT and
socOPT evolution for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 103: Grid-connected DC microgrid exponential smoothing case: simulated power flow evolution
20th May 2014.
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Figure 104: Grid-connected DC microgrid exponential smoothing case: simulated kD_sim and socsim
evolution for 20th May 2014.

VI.4.1.5. System actualization and double exponential smoothing
The system actualization and double exponential smoothing is the third strategy based on the idea of
adding a short term prediction to the system actualization method. This approach has all characteristics
present on the simple exponential smoothing method and in addition it considers a trend factor, designed
to identify the trend of the series. Meaning that, not only the actual value of the past data is considered but
also how they are evolving.
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Figure 105: Grid-connected DC microgrid double exponential smoothing case: optimized power flow
evolution 20th May 2014.
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Figure 106: Grid-connected DC microgrid double exponential smoothing case: optimized kD_OPT
and socOPT evolution for 20th May 2014.
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Figure 107: Grid-connected DC microgrid double exponential smoothing case: simulated power flow
evolution 20th May 2014.
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Figure 108: Grid-connected DC microgrid double exponential smoothing case: simulated kD_sim
and socsim evolution for 20th May 2014.
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VI.4.1.6. Results analyses
The non-optimized power flow reflects the kD behavior depicted in Figure 84, emphasizing the
importance and applicability of the proposed approach, where the optimization is detached from the
voltage stabilization layer.

Figure 109: Grid-connected DC microgrid non-optimized strategy zoomed power flow.
Figure 109 presents a zoomed area from the power flow presented in Figure 83. The first remark
about this figure is the square-like pattern of the simulated load. This pattern is a reflex of each appliance
having a realistic discrete value considered during the load shedding optimization. Beside the square-like
pattern, it is possible to see that the power exchanged with the main grid, in green with start markers, it is
not all the time at its limit. This is counterintuitive since the goal is to use all available power to minimize
the load shedding; but in fact, since the appliances have a realistic discrete dynamic, the fluctuation in the
grid power flow actually indicates that, this small amount of energy that is not being used it is not enough
to attend the rated power of any appliance that have been shed. Therefore, to keep the system’s power
balance, the power available from the main grid it is not fully exploited. One example of the flexibility of
this approach is that, even if the load optimization has a computational cost, therefore it takes a fraction of
time more while performing the optimization, shown in Figure 109, the voltage stabilization is ensured by
the operational algorithm allowing the optimized solution to be applied without sacrifice the robustness of
the system.
By analyzing the optimum power flow result before operation, from where the k D _ OPT depicted in
Figure 88 is calculated, it becomes obvious the difference between the predicted PV power shown in
Figure 85, named PPV _ PRE , and the real available PV power presented in Figure 87, named PPV _ MPPT . As
close as the prediction can be from the real PV power, the best is the result of the optimization and
therefore, the less is the resulting cost for the giving day. This behavior is corroborating by the results
presented in Table 17.
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Considering the optimization result for the moving average strategy presented in Figure 97, it is
possible to see a better approach for the predicted PV power when compared with the result presented in
Figure 85. Even though, it is important to highlight that during operation this difference it is not so
evident since the prediction is made considering a horizon of just five minutes ahead, meaning that after
this five minutes the predicted PV power curve used during optimization is the same as the one presented
in Figure 85. But since this prediction is actualized every five minutes, by the end of the day, the resulting
prediction considering all five minutes interval during the day is the one depicted in Figure 97.
Figure 84 present the non-optimized kD and soc evolution for 20th May 2014. It worth to notice
that, since the non-optimized strategy is based on storage priority mode, the storage is entirely consumed
to supply the load at the beginning of the day and, as soon as it reaches the minimum level the main grid
start to supply the load. Another detail that worth to be mentioned is that this is the only strategy, among
all tested strategies, that at any point during the day the storage system is charged. This happens between
09:50 and 10:40 and also at about 14:35; even though this last one is almost invisible in the soc
evolution curve, it becomes evident when analyzing the k D _ SIM behavior, changing from zero to one,
indicating the usage of the storage system.
Considering Figure 88, day-ahead strategy of optimizing the power flows only once, before
operation, it is possible to see a better use of the storage system, that last longer than non-optimized
strategy. This difference will also reflect as a gain in cost, as shown in Table 17.
Figure 92 presents the forecasting actualization strategy, where the optimization is re-performed
with every actualization of the forecast data, in this case at 12:00 a new group of data coming from Météo
France arrives and the optimization is then re-performed. It is possible to notice the moment of this
actualization where the socOPT curve, identified with a square in Figure 92, drops at 12:00 in a straight
line and match the simulated state of the charge. In this specific example, the reflex in cost of this
actualization is negligible because after the optimization the resulting k D _ OPT converges to almost the
same result as the non-optimized strategy after 12:00, represented by k D _ SIM in Figure 88.
The system actualization strategy encompasses the previous concepts of always considering the
newest dataset available. Moreover, this strategy tries to minimize the forecasting error by actualizing
every five minutes the state of charge level and re-performing the optimization. This actualization process
reflects in the saw tooth pattern seeing in k D _ OPT curve depicted in Figure 96.
Voltage stability is a key point in power systems operation and planning since a voltage collapse
may occur due a voltage stability failure. To overcome the voltage stabilization problem, it was proposed
in II.5 an operational algorithm that runs independently of the optimization layer. This section presents
the DC bus voltage evolution for the three different weather profiles and using the algorithms
aforementioned.
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Figure 110: Voltage DC bus vBUS evolution for 30th April 2014
Comparing all bus voltage evolution for 30th April, Figure 110, we can see an influence of the
adopted strategy in the voltage evolution. Even so, in all presented cases the voltage variation is kept
within acceptable limits, less than five percent of variation. However, some behaviors are recurrent
among all depicted graphics. This pattern, as seen at 10:05 in all graphics presented in Figure 110, is due
to the interaction between the load power demand and the available PV power. Another important point is
the fact that regardless the strategy selected, the bus voltage can be ensured, what was our first hint to
validate the operational layer as well as the interaction between all proposed algorithms.
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Figure 111: Voltage DC bus vBUS evolution for 20th May 2014
The tests were replicate using the weather profile of 20th May 2014 and similar to the results
shown above, Figure 111 also presents the influence of the chosen strategy as well as the interaction
between load power demand and available PV power. The voltage levels are kept within the desired limit,
indicating that even if the solar irradiation change, making the bus voltage becoming noisier, the stability
is ensure. The fact that, by changing the irradiation profile, the bus voltage behavior changes but it is still
kept within acceptable limits, as before, was the second hint to validate the operation of the proposed
structure.
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Figure 112: Voltage DC bus vBUS evolution for 2nd June 2014
By re-performing the tests with the weather profile of 2nd June 2014, confirming the behaviors
and dynamics aforementioned and especially considering the high differences in the dynamics of each PV
profile used to perform those tests, the proposed segmented operation between operational layer and
optimization layer as well as the interaction with the prediction layer and the load shedding algorithm,
have presented strong evidences about the reliability of this approach to keep the voltage stabilization
within acceptable limits.
Regarding the voltage stabilization analysis, by analyzing the power flow it is possible to identify
the dynamic of the relation between the real PV power and the real load demand that cause the peaks in
voltage stabilization seen in all different strategies results. For instance, the peak seen in Figure 111
around 12:30, present in all strategies results, is given a spike in the real PV power, as seen in Figure 87
at the same period of time.
Regarding the load shedding aspect of the simulation, Figure 113 to Figure 115 present the k L
evolution knowing that k L is defined as the attended load evolution in percentage. When k L is equal one,
no load shedding is performed and the entire load power demand is attended. When the load is partially
shed, e.g. k L = 60% means that 40% of the load it is not supplied, therefore 40% of load shedding. The
red line mark the critical limit kL _ CRIT imposed by the end user. This limit stipulates that 40% of the load
demand shall not be shed and must be permanently supplied. The system is then able to respect the limit
imposed by the end user while keeping the voltage stabilization and performing an optimizing load
shedding.
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The critical load limit, kL _ CRIT , is a necessity for commercial and industrial environments, it
limits the control that the main grid can imposed through smart grid messages, and this limit imposed by
the end user ensures the minimum amount of power necessary to keep critical equipment and services
operating under any circumstances. As aforementioned, the smart grid system can ignore the imposed
limit to ensure to keep the critical appliances working. During this time, k L presents a flat pattern near of
its minimum limit value, showing that the system is capable of ensuring critical load supply while
minimizing the transgression of the grid power exchange limit.
The load shedding analyses addresses the percentage load shed evolution and critical load level
constraint defined by the end user, called kL _ CRIT defined in ( 10 ). This critical level is assumed to be
established by contract with the power company, meaning this constraint has a higher priority than
maximum power supply limit imposed through smart grid messages.
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Figure 113: kL evolution for 30th April 2014
Figure 113 presents the k L evolution for 30th April 2014, it is possible to see that all strategies
reached the imposed limit, represented in the graphics by a continuous red line, but in all cases this limit
is respected.
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Figure 114: kL evolution for 20th May 2014
Figure 114 also presents a situation where the critical load shedding level is reached but never
crossed given the constraint relaxation process aforementioned. This relaxation reflects in the main grid
power flow evolution, as seen in Figure 79 and Figure 116, from 12:30 to 13:30. It is possible to see that
the flat pattern does not exactly fits the limit but it is actually centered above the critical load limit. This is
due the load shedding characteristics, the same way that during regular load shedding operation a squarelike pattern appears below the desired limit.
When the critical load need to be ensured enough power is consumed to avoid the transgression
of the critical load limit. During this time the limit imposed to the power exchanged with the main grid is
crossed, just enough to ensure the critical load to be supplied. It is possible to see that the algorithm
works just fine, since in Figure 114 the critical load shedding level never cross the imposed limit and also
that, during the time where it is necessary to perform the relaxation, the critical level stay as close as
possible of this limit, ensuring to minimize the impact of this constraint relaxation to the main grid while
ensuring voltage stabilization, as presented in Figure 110 to Figure 112.
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Figure 115: kL evolution for 2nd June 2014
Figure 115 present a case where the system works without reaching the critical load shedding
level. Therefore, in this case the power flow exchanged with the main grid respect the smart grid
messages during the whole simulation time.
Considering the load shedding analysis based on the critical load level constraint, the power flow
presented in Figure 87 highlight the fact that, only during the period where the critical load level is
reached the system is allowed to cross the limit imposed through smart grid messages, from 12:30 until
13:30.

VI.4.1.7. Simulation costs

Table 16 presents the simulation cost comparison considering the load depicted in Figure 25 for
three different PV power profiles, presented in Figure 64, Figure 66 and Figure 68.
Table 16 – Grid-connected mode strategies, energy total cost comparison
2014.04.30

2014.05.20

2014.06.02

Ctotal (c€/kWh)

Ctotal (c€/kWh)

Ctotal (c€/kWh)

Non-optimized

0.7352

1.5367

0.7652

Day-ahead

0.6763

1.3518

0.7102
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Forecasting actualization

0.6704

1.3235

0.7241

System actualization

0.6441

1.2968

0.7141

Moving average

0.6432

1.3235

0.6910

Simple exponential smoothing

0.6432

1.3341

0.6909

Double exponential smoothing

0.6431

1.3376

0.6909

Global optimum

0.5892

1.2931

0.6686

It is noticeable that all strategies were able to perform better than the non-optimized case,
highlighting the importance of optimizing the system behavior to ensure a better usage of the available
energy. Beside this specific point, there were not one single strategy that have proven to have a better
result than the others to all testes cases, indicating that there are still place for development considering
all proposed strategies and that some new approaches shall be proposed.

VI.4.2. Experimental results
This subchapter presents the experimental results for the day-ahead strategy applied to the dataset
of 20th May 2014. The other strategies as well as weather profiles are illustrated only in the cost results
presented in Table 17.

Figure 116: Grid-connected DC microgrid experimental test: power flow evolution, 20th May 2014.
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Figure 117: Grid-connected DC microgrid experimental test: kD and soc evolution, 20th May 2014.

Figure 118: Grid-connected DC microgrid experimental test: vBUS evolution, 20th May 2014.
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Figure 119: Grid-connected DC microgrid experimental test: kL evolution, 20th May 2014.

VI.4.2.1. Results analyses
Analyzing the power flow resulting from the day-ahead experimental test, presented in Figure
116, with the simulated power flow given the same dataset and strategy, presented in Figure 87, it is
possible to see a difference in the optimization result, the same behavior could be seen and was explained
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in the isolated mode case. Beside that it is important to highlight another effect of the modeling error is
that in the experimental test, given the different local minimum and the storage dynamic, the system is
able to supply the load with none or minimal shedding for almost one hour longer than in the simulation
test, as seen comparing the load shedding from Figure 87 and Figure 116 from 12:00 until 13:00.
The difference in storage dynamic reflects also in the state of the charge as seen when comparing
the simulation results presented in Figure 96 and the experimental results depicted in Figure 117. As
discussed during the off-grid analyses, the bus voltage fluctuation respects an acceptable limit with a
variation around 2.5% of the desired bus reference, indicating that the microgrid system is able to keep
the power balance and ensure voltage stability during experimental application, as seen in Figure 118.
The k L evolution, presented in Figure 119, is different from those presented in Figure 114 this is
mostly due how the storage system was designed in simulation and its differences from the real storage
system behavior. But these differences corroborate the statement that the proposed concept of a microgrid
system, using an optimized load shedding approach is robust and able to handle with the uncertainties of a
real application even when the parametrization of the presented approach may be considered ill-posed,
since was based on a limited simulation model.
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VI.4.2.2. Cost analyses
Table 17 presents the cost comparison considering the load depicted in Figure 25 for three
different PV power profiles, presented in Figure 64, Figure 66 and Figure 68.

Table 17 – Grid-connected mode strategies, energy total cost comparison
2014.04.30

2014.05.20

2014.06.02

Ctotal (c€/kWh)

Ctotal (c€/kWh)

Ctotal (c€/kWh)

Non-optimized

0.9190

1.9209

0.9565

Day-ahead

0.8381

1.6898

0.8877

Forecasting actualization

0.8453

1.6544

0.9051

System actualization

0.8051

1.6210

0.8926

Moving average

0.8040

1.6544

0.8637

Simple exponential smoothing

0.8040

1.6676

0.8637

Double exponential smoothing

0.8040

1.6720

0.8637

Global optimum

0.7365

1.6164

0.8358

The three proposed strategies that consider a five minutes horizon for the prediction, moving
average strategy, simple exponential smoothing strategy and double exponential smoothing strategy,
present a trend of ameliorate the previous results. Nevertheless, the proposed methods are highly sensitive
to the PV power and load curves dynamics, meaning that this improvement it is not consistent and can
sometime worsen the results.

VI.5. Simulation conclusions
One detail to be highlighted is one difference between the isolated and grid-connected mode
where during the isolated mode operation a constraint was add to ensure the storage level to be at least at
50% in the end of the day. This limitation was removed during the implementation of the grid-connected
mode given the increasing number of constraints to be considered and the impossibility of founding an
acceptable result considering this constraint and all particularities of each strategy implemented.
To the isolated microgrid case, after analyzing the dynamic behavior of the MT, some concerns
about the operation of this system have appeared since it seemed that the MT was automatically
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disconnected at the end of each duty cycle. Those concerns have proven to be a simple limitation of the
simulation environment and not a characteristic of the proposed solution.
By analyzing the power balance in both cases, isolated and grid-connected modes, the desired
behavior of maximizing the load supply and renewable energy penetration is noted. The usage of the
storage system, MT and the power exchanged with the main grid are optimized to ensure this desired
behavior. To the grid-connected case, this conclusion was validated under different solar irradiation
profiles for different days, reinforcing the stated conclusions.
In grid-connected mode, all proposed energy management strategies could finally be tested and
validated as a possible solution as an option to ensure the desired microgrid behavior. The energy cost
comparison between all methods were performed in simulation and experimental environment to
highlight the effect of dynamics and external elements that must be considered by each algorithm during
the experimental phase and how this affect the cost. Comparing the short term prediction based on
simulated data with a simplified model of the system would result in a less reliable analysis. For this
reason, the comparison with the experimental cost is necessary and allows us to better support all
conclusion about the feasibility of the proposed microgrid framework.

VI.6. Experimental conclusions
The experimental tests were performed considering the PV power emulator instead of the real PV
panels. This was done for two reasons first, to be able to perform the same simulated cases in the
experimental environment. Second, to be able to compare different strategies it was necessary to ensure
repeatability, ensuring to use the same data set, under the same conditions to all different cases. The data
used to perform the simulations and experimental tests are real measurements obtained onsite using the
installed PV panels and local measurements of temperature. The MT and the grid connection were
emulated using an AC source. This was done in the isolated case because we had no access to the real MT
system and to the grid-connected case because we were not allowed to actually connect the platform with
the public grid.
Based on the results presented on Table 17, it is possible to notice that firstly the usage of any
optimization method is better than not optimizing at all. This statement is based on the results of Table 17
where the non-optimized strategy it is always the least effective, therefore the most energy costly, among
all presented strategies.
A second statement can be done about the incoming data set, originate from Météo France, the
actualization of the forecast data tends to improve the optimization result, as seen comparing the dayahead strategy with the forecasting actualization strategy for the first two tested days. However, this
hourly sample group of data arriving from Météo France can sometimes impair optimization
performance, as seen comparing the day-ahead and forecasting actualization results for the last tested day,
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where the day-ahead approach have a better result meaning that, for this given day, the data actualization
at 12:00 leads the optimization algorithm to an worsen result.
The system actualization strategy by actualizing the state of the charge value, and re-performing
the optimization based on this new piece of information, it is capable of partially reducing uncertainties
by correcting the state of the system to match the real storage capacity. This strategy, applied in
conjunction with the forecast actualization strategy, provides some cost improvements. It worth to
highlight here that during the third test, where the day-ahead approach have the best cost among the
strategies aforementioned, the system actualization strategy still represent a gain in cost, the result is
unfortunately worsened by the actualization of Météo France’s data, as mentioned before.

VI.7. Conclusion
This chapter was dedicated to validate the proposed microgrid concept. First all tests were
performed and validated in simulation environment. Based on those preliminary tests, the experiments
were designed to completely validate the proposed supervisory system, its framework, and different
strategies.
The solar irradiance profiles used during those tests were acquired on site, reflecting the real
dynamic of the PV panels installed on the roof of the building of AVENUES laboratory. To ensure
repeatability and be able to compare different strategies, in the experimental environment the PV
emulator was adopted instead of the real PV panels. In this way we could experimentally validate the
results seen in simulation based on the very same data set.
Regarding the optimization solver, during all tests carried out in this chapter, the optimization
was performed in both, simulation and experimental, using the already validated MILP approach.
Considering the energy management strategies, to the isolated mode the results presented focused on a
day-ahead strategy. The other proposed strategies such as, forecast actualization, system actualization and
system actualization considering all three proposed short term predictions, were performed for the gridconnected mode. This is due the fact that all strategies were designed and proposed during the
development of the grid-connected mode and therefore designed to fit the more complex conditions
presented in this operation mode. The adaptation of those strategies to the isolated mode are listed here as
part of the perspectives of this thesis.
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General conclusion and perspectives
The usage of renewable energy such as PV panels represents an important issue to the main grid
as the renewable sources are highly intermittent given its dependency on the environment. The
application of these intermittent distributed sources may cause problems including local unbalanced
power and voltage fluctuation.
To cope with these problems, a microgrid approach is proposed, to reject the fluctuation and
ensure power between load, renewable power and the main grid. Providing power quality to the end user
as well as, increasing renewable energy penetration. The microgrid system relies on a supervisory control,
to keep the instantaneous power balance following an energy management strategy. The energy
management strategy should minimize the energy cost, respecting the main grid and multi sources
constraints.
During the development of this research some challenges, tied with the microgrid concept, were
addressed such as ensuring voltage stabilization and increasing reliability by actively ensuring power
balance. The more important improvement and contribution from this thesis comes from the creation and
practical development of a test bench for microgrid based on PV sources emulator, which allows the
repeatability conditions and reproducibility.
This thesis proposes a multi-layer supervision control, applied to a DC microgrid, consisting of
PV building-integrated sources, a storage system, and a bi-directional connection with the main grid to
supply the building appliances in the grid-connected approach, or a MT instead of the main grid
connection in the off-grid approach. The proposed supervisory control is a local centralized approach
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where all the available data about the microgrid system are concentered in one main system, divided in
layers.
The first layer of the supervisory control is the prediction layer, mainly responsible for the
interpretation of the smart grid messages and Météo France’s data which includes the RTP process and
the PV power calculation. The optimization layer represents the optimization algorithm and local load
prediction. As output of the optimization algorithm the predicted power to be exchanged with the main
grid is used to create a control vector to communicate with the operational layer. The operational layer is
responsible for ensuring instant power balance and for interacting with the load shedding/restoration
optimization algorithm, the PV control, as well as all physical components through the PWM power
converters. The goals of the supervisory control are to supply the load respecting the multi-source rated
power capacity and the power balance at a minimum cost.
The energy management strategies proposed on this thesis work through different levels of the
supervisory control. The simplest strategy the non-optimized approach, based on storage priority, by-pass
the optimization layer, sending a continuous information to the operational layer to use the storage system
whenever is possible. The day-ahead approach runs through the optimization layer just once, before
operation, generating only one control vector to be used during the whole day by the operational layer.
The forecast actualization strategy runs through the layers whenever a new group of data arrives from
Météo France, usually once before operation and a second time about 12:00. The system actualization
strategy run through the layers once every five minutes, actualizing the data about the system used by the
optimization layer, aiming to reduce the difference between the predicted and real system behavior. The
three proposed strategies that consider a five minutes horizon for the prediction, moving average strategy,
simple exponential smoothing strategy and double exponential smoothing strategy, work similarly to the
system actualization strategy, actualizing the system state and re-performing a run through the layers
every five minutes with the difference that now, at the prediction layer, during the calculation of the
photovoltaic power a forecast prediction is performed to actualize the Météo France prediction based on
the onsite measurements of PV power, considering the past five minutes available data to predict the next
five minutes. After this five minutes prediction, until the end of the day, the Météo France’s data is used
as before. Even though, this prediction is re-performed every five minutes.
The cost analyses have highlighted the benefits of applying an optimization approach when
aiming to ensure cost reduction to the end user. The analysis have proven the viability and how much
does it worth to actualize the forecast knowledge database available, corroborating what was already
indicated in the state of the art. Keeping those benefits in mind, the proposition of performing a better
prediction using the onsite measured data have shown a trend of improvement. It also becomes clear the
necessity of improving the proposed approaches or applying different techniques based on artificial
intelligence or machine learning. The consideration about a different time horizon and storage data
available to perform the prediction also need to be considered in future formulations.
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The proposed demand side management strategy was idealized based on a critical load limit and
on a load shedding/restoration optimization algorithm ensured during operation. In addition, the proposed
strategies based on a realistic load curve, which was built based on a real building consumption, were
validated on simulation test and experimental tests.
To sum up, the proposed DC microgrid supervisory system combining prediction and
optimization algorithms, ensuring cost reduction, with an independent and robust operational algorithm,
ensuring power balance and voltage stabilization, allows the proposed supervisory structure to ensure
power balance, regardless the strategy applied. This supervisory system is applied to the proposed DC
microgrid architectures, even though this supervisory solution it is not limited to the DC microgrid case.
Concerning the most original scientific contribution made during this thesis, different aspects of
the microgrid system were addressed. Starting with the study and choice of the analytical model for the
calculation of the PV power prediction, replacing the experimental model based on the PV panel
parameter’s mapping. Proposition and implementation of a realistic load profile in the microgrid system,
based on the real consumption of tertiary building. Concerning the tariffing system, the RTP was
implemented, replacing the existent TOU tariffing system. Two methods of energy cost optimization were
developed and compared with an already existent method, the proposed analyses aims to define the most
suitable optimization algorithm to be used with the proposed microgrid architecture and energy
management strategies. Finally, the last two highlight points were the proposition of a near optimal DC
microgrid real-time operator and a realistic load shedding/restoration approach.
Regarding the technical contributions, the work of this thesis allowed the creation and the
practical development of a test bench for microgrid based on PV sources emulator, which allows the
repeatability conditions and reproducibility. Numerous experimental tests were carried out and allowed
the validation of the proposed concepts.
The accomplished work during this thesis opens up several perspectives. Concerning the
optimization accuracy tied with the PV power estimation, some more advanced methods to perform the
short term prediction, such as “Sky image” and “Ensemble forecasting” methods, shall be proposed and
compared with the methods implemented in this thesis.
In this thesis the load power prediction is acquired from the system operator of the main grid, a
future work shall be conduct to allow us to perform an accurate load prediction based on the onsite
measurements. This is important to the implementation of the microgrid in a residential environment,
where the system operator does not perform any load prediction. As well as to a larger scale, such as a
microgrid that comprise a whole neighborhood, since the data access about the load consumption of each
tertiary building is restricted and there will exist residential environments without any prediction about
the load consumption. Regarding the demand side management, since not all appliances on a tertiary
building have an ON/OFF characteristic, the development of an approach able to perform a partial load
shedding/restoration, controlling each appliance becomes necessary. The implemented RTP tariffing
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system still have to be improved to better represent the dynamic seen during a real application of this
method.
Considering the already implemented energy management strategies, part of the future work is to
adapt the already implemented strategies in grid-connected mode to the isolated mode and validate those
concepts. Considering the energy management, different approaches may be idealized to increase the
efficiency of this system. This includes, new energy management strategies to be compared with the ones
proposed in this thesis, such as changing the focus from the PV power prediction to the controller
response and actualizing the reference send to each converter based on the instant error between the
prediction and reality.
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